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1. INTRODUCTION 

1 . 1 .  The N ieuw-Dordrecht area 

The small village of Nieuw-Dordrecht (gemeen
le of Emmen, province of Drenthe) lies at 
the extremity of the southeastern outlying 
end of the H ondsrug. Formerly it was 
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surrounded on three sides by a raised bog, the 
Bourta nger Moor, that has now been dug 
away for the most part (fig. I). The Hondsrug 
is the eastern, h ighest part of the Drents 
Plateau, that became built up out of
mainly-fluvia l sands at the beginning of the 
Riss Glacial. Du ring the period when sheet
ice was present here in the Riss Pleni
glacial a complex of bou lder-clay was de
posited on top of these sands. This entire 
sequence subsequently became cut through in 
many places by the cutting-back act ion of 
rivers and stream valleys during the R iss 
G lacial and the Wiirm Glacia l .  A severely 
dissected landscape has resulted from this .  I n  
many of these valleys the formation o f  fen 
peat had begun already towards the end of the 
Wiirm period and continued more extensively 
thereafter. I n  many places the boulder-clay is 
overlain by cover-sand. 

The 'rIdge of Nieuw-Dordrecht', the above 
mentioned southeastern outlying end of the 
Hondsrug, consists to a considera ble extent of 
a p late of boulder-clay, and for the rest of 
other deposits including cover-sands. Just 
from the southern extremity of the boulder
clay plate there runs the Neolithic wooden 
trackway XXI (Bou)* (that is dated to  

* Bou is  the abbreviation used hereafter for Bourtanger 
Moor; numbering of the trackways accord ing to the 
system developed by H ayen ( 1 957). 
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Fig. I .  The original peat-bog 
situation in Southeast Drenthe, 
with the wooden trackway indi
cated (arrow). Key: I .  ombro
genous bog; 2, fen peat; 3 .  higher 
sandy soils (sand and boulder
clay) . 
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Fig. 2. Nieuw- Dordrecht 1 98 1  (trench 2) , general view towards the west; the house on the right stands on the boulder
clay ridge. Photo C. F.D .  
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Fig. 3. Nieuw-Dordrecht and surroundings; the roads and streets mentioned i n  this article are shown here. Key: I .  sand; 
2. boulder-clay ( 1 +2 .  Hondsrug); 3.  raised bog; 4. iron ore regions; S. sand ridge overgrown by peat, consist i ng of a 
cover-sand ridge (Postwegrug) and a fluviatile ridge (8erkenroderug); 6. the Neolithic wooden trackway; the excavated 
parts are ind icated by solid black .  The re�tangle of map fig. IS is also given. 

between 4 1 00 and 4020 C 1 4-years) eastwards 
into the raised bog, the Bourta nger Moor 
(fig. 2) . 

As extens ive archaeological research has 
shown over many decades, Southeast Drenthe 
was formerly intensively occupied . From the 

M iddle Neolithic on ( Trechterbekerkultuur= 
T R B" i .e .  Fun nel-Bea ker culture)  there 
appears to have been continuous inhabitation, 
though also M esolit hic finds in th is region are 
abundant. Many sand-ridges in the valley to 
the east of the H ondsrug, the H unze valley, in 
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which the Bourtanger M oor developed , have 
yielded Mesol ithic artefacts (flint) and small 
hearths. Here a nd there U pper Palaeolithic 
material has been found,  especially of t he 
Tjonger trad it ion.  

The Neol i thic wooden trackway, that was 
found in the course of peat d igging as long ago 
as the beginning of t his century, has been the 
subject of research at different  t imes. Thus 
since 1 955 during four excavations a total 
length of 200 m of trackway has been exposed . 
(fig. 3) .  I n  addit ion,  extensive i nvestigat ions 
on this region involving pollen analysis and 
peat research have provided a clear ins ight 
into the development of the vegetat ion and the 
process of peat format ion.  

1 . 2. The a im of the study 

This article can be seen as the fi nal report 
of the great amount of research that has 
been carried out by various people ( I .  3 . ) .  
Chapter 2 deals first of a l l  wi th  the  vegeta t ion 
develOpment on  the higher soi ls  i n  t he 
surroundings of the wooden trackway in t he 
Neolithic, on the basis of pollen-analytical 
research;  also a survey is given of the peat 
stratigraphy in the region concerned . In t his 
chap t er  t he i nd i c a t i o n s  of  p r e h i s t o r i c  
exploitation o f  t his  peat-bog region will  be 
discussed and the possible aims of t he 
trackway will  be described in some detai l .  This 
informa t ion  forms- broadly speaki ng- t he 
framework  w i t h i n  w h i c h  t he w o o d e n  
trackway must b e  placed . 

I n chapter 3 the actual research on  the 
trackway is described: a number of excav
at ions and reconnaissances, as a resu lt 
of which the aim of the fieldwork developed in  
the course of t ime.  I n itially attention was 
focussed on such matters as whether or not it 
is a road or trackway, its course , its method 
of construct ion,  its length and i ts  age, while 
later it was possible to concentrate more on 
the species composit ion of the trees used, 
developments in t he method of construct ion,  
and the fossil  raised bog surface . Finally the 
i nvest igat ion was directed more towards the 
use of wood and the choice of wood, matters 
concerned with forestry and the h istory of t he 
forest in  relat ion to human interference. This 
research is described i n  chapter 4. 

In chapter 5 an attempt is made to integrate 
all the information dealt with in order to give 
as clear an insight as possible into t he 

trackway itself and the Neolithic  forest 
history, as well as to understand the act ivit ies 
of prehistoric man, in  part icular the people 
of the Standvoetbekerkultuur (i.e. the Pro
trud ing-Foot Beaker culture = PFB), the 
bui lders of the trackway. 
Abbreviations used in  the text :  
BAI=B iologisch-Archaeologisch Instituut, 
Groningen 
BB= Bell Beaker (culture) 
CFD= Centra le Fotodienst, Groningen 
EBA= Early Bronze Age 
FM= Fries M useum, Leeuwarden 
I PL= I nstituut voor Prehistorie, Leiden 
I PP=Albert Egges van G iffen I nst i tuut voor 
Prae- en· Protohistorie, Amsterdam 
M BA= M iddle Bronze Age 
N A P= Non arboreal pollen 
PFB= Protruding Foot Beaker (culture) 
P M D=Provinciaal M useum van Drenthe, 
Assen 
R M O= Rij ksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden 
ROB=Rij ksdienst voor het Oudheidkundig 
Bodemonderzoek ,  Amersfoort 
TRB= Trechterbeke r ,  i. e .  Funnel  Beaker 
(culture) 
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2. VEGETATION DEVELOPM ENT, 
PEAT STRATI G R A P H Y  AND 
ARCHAEOLOG I CA L  DATA 

2 . 1 .  Pol len ana lysis 

2. I .  I .  The forest history of Southeast 
Drenthe, c 3000-1 700 B. C. * 

Concerning the vegetat ion development 10 
Southeast Drenthe and the i nfluence of 
(Neolithic) man on the vegetation s ince c. 
3000 B .C .  a large amount of po llen-analytical 
information is available (Waterbolk, 1 954;, 
Van Zeist, 1 955a; 1 955b;  1 959; 1 967; Walvius, 
1 964; Casparie, 1 972) . Especially on  the basis 
of research carried out by Van Zeist ( 1 955a; 
1 959; 1 967) i t  is possible to d iscern a number 
of  i ncidences of  in terference wi th  the  
vegetation, including forest clearing; in th is 
connect ion see also Casparie and Groenman
van Waateringe ( 1 980) .  This is indicated by 
means of a n umber of sections in t he pollen 
diagrams (figs . 4, 5 and 6) that are taken from 
Van Zeist ( 1 959: fig. 6, Emmen I; fig. 5 ,  
Bargeroosterveld I a n d  fig. 9 ,  N ieuw-

*'C14 dates are given in years S.P.; other dates in years 
B.c./ A.D, 

Dordrecht respectively) . A general d iscussion 
of these diagrams can be dispensed with here 
(Van Zeist, 1 959; 1 967) .  

F or t he estimation of the pol len percentages 
the Quercetum-mixtum sensu lata has been 
taken here; this can be regarded broadly 
speaking as the components of the natural 
forest on the higher soils (Quercus, Tilia, Ulmus, 
Fraxinus, Pagus, Carpinus, A ceI', Taxus) .  The 
dist inct changes in  pollen values fou nd by Van 
Zeist concern both tree pollen and herb types. 
The main t heme of this article is not the 
history of clearance activities but rather the 
use made of wood.  For th is reason t he 
diagrams of Van Zeist are i l lustrated here only 
i n  part,  namely the trees of the Quercetum
mixtum s.l. mentioned above and j ust a few 
herbs. To the pol len diagram of N ieuw
Dordrecht (fig.  6) the curves for t hree trees 
have been added : Betula, Alnus and Corylus. 
The percentages of t hese have been estimated 
from t he sum of the Quercetum-mixtum s. l. 
Betula and A lnus were used to a great extent 
for the purpose of construction of t he 
trackway (4. 1 .) ;  Corylus is completely absent 
from the t rackway although t he tree was 
abundantly present. 

The t hree profiles are derived from t he 
raised bog close to  the h igher soils (fig. 7) .  I n  
Neolithic t imes i t  was a t reeless Sphagnum 
bog; only close to the margin of the bog was 
t here a carr vegeta t ion  presen t ,  main ly  
consisting of A lnus. At the spot  of the N ieuw
Dordrecht profile this carr became over
grown, around 2200 B .C .  by treeless ombro
genous Sphagnum peat .  

In  fig. 7 i s  shown t he position of the  forests 
on the h igher soi ls as dist inguished by us 
( 1 980), on the basis of the data of Van Zeist  
( 1 955a; 1 959; 1 967) .  On the fertile boulder
clay soils woods were present, in  which elm, 
ash (in a lower-lying zone) and l ime were 
abundant, if not  dominant;  on t he p oorer 
cover-sand soils oak was the most important 
tree . M ost of t hese woods were exploited from 
c. 3000 B .C .  on by prehistoric man .  At the  time 
when t he t rackway was built  t hese woods had 
a lready been degraded, as a resul t  of which the 
composition had changed (Van Zeist, 1 959) . 
The changes i n  the forest composition also 
find expression in  the choice of wood made 
for building t he t rackway, as is shown by the  
wood spectrum (table 1 ) .  

O n  the left side of the pol len d iagrams (figs. 
4,  5,  and 6) the le tters A-H signify a 
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Fig. 7. Sampling sites for the pollen diagrams (.) i l lustrated in figs. 4, 5 and 6, and situation of several features 
mentioned in chapter 2. Key: 1 -5: forests on and alongside the Hondsrug, named after the predominant tree species, I .  
oak-rich forests, 2 .  l ime-rich forests, 3. elm-rich forests, 4. ash-rich forests, 5 .  bog-fringing forest (alder carr); 6. t he iron
ore regions (A, B, C, D); 7. the vertical peat-face R (see fig. 8); 8 .  cross-sect ion of the raised bog of fig. 9. 

subdivision of these diagrams, indicating the 
forest clearances that have been discerned . 
The sections A-D relate to the Neolith ic 
period, which wil l  be dealt with in  fur
ther detai l  in this study. In Casparie and 
Groenman-van Waateringe ( 1 980: pp. 57-60) 

the arguments are given on which this sub
division is based ; in  the description that 
fo l lows here belpw these arguments are not 
repeated , though the concl usions drawn from 
them are mentioned . 

The sections E-I relate to the Bronze Age 
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and I ron Age. Here there wil l  be no d iscussion 
of the associated forest clearances. 

The clearance phases ( landnams) d istin
guished have been given time limits. These 
are of course approximations of the age of the 
landnams rather than exact datings. 

Also on the basis of the  extensive 
archaeological information available it  is clear 
that the region concerned has always been 
occupied since c. 3000 B .C. or shortly 
afterwards. This concerns exclusively the 
higher sandy and boulder-clay soils. The peat
bog was not inhabited although people 
penet rated the peat-bog area, as is evident 
from the wooden trackway and a number of 
other bog finds.  As far as we are able to 
ascertai n the 'clearance ' of the peat-bog was 
restricted to the cutting down of the carr (Alnus 
and Betula) for the purpose of bui lding the 
t rackway. 

The construct ion of the wooden t rackway 
of Nieuw-Dordrecht was indeed a single 
event, but this must be placed within the wider 
context of Neolithic activities as a whole in 
Southeast Drenthe, as it cannot be excluded 
that it was precisely the developments in 
this region that led to this construction. 
The descript ion concentrates on Nieuw
Dordrecht , particularly because the wood 
species of the t rac kway provide extra 
information as to the forest composition. 

It must be borne in mind that in the 
fo llowing no definitive statements are made 
regard ing population density or fluctuations 
therein. Moreover the time l imits given cannot 
be regarded as start ing and finishing points of 
distinctly separate clearances. Here we are 
concerned with the pollen-ana lytical regis
t ration of (mai nly) deforestation act ivities 
of prehistoric ma n in Sout heast Drenthe ;  
only in one case i t  i s  possi ble to show 11 direct 
causal relationship:  the bu ild ing of the track
way of Nieuw-Dordrecht.  

A: c. 3000-2500 B. C. 
Fa irly extensive clearance of Ulmus- and 
Tilia-rich woods on boulder-clay. No clear
ance of Fraxinus woods ;  these were situ
ated in a very wet side-va lley of the Hu nze, 
that opens out into the large, peat-filled 
Hunze valley close to the Bargeroosterveld 
profile. The Quercus woods on (cover) sands 
were felled to only a limited extent. Plantago 
lanceolata is present only with very Iow 
values ; the boulder-clay soils were not su itable 

for any considerable expansion of Plantago. 
The regeneration of forest on aband oned 
fields and /  oj- past ures took place for the most 
part without a distinct Betula stage. The high 
val ues for Betula and Alnus in Nieuw
Dordrecht (fig.  6,  spectra 2-5) can be ascribed 
to the local carr vegetat ion.  

Nearby Nieuw-Dordrecht the Tilia-rich 
forest was felled in part : the Quercus forest on 
sand here was pres umable not interfered with .  
The maximum for Gramineae here (spectra 
7-9) could possibly ind icate an expansion of 
grass-rich vegetations on sand or boulder-clay 
cfs a result of deforestation (also Corylus 
increases) ,  but local expansion of Phragmites 
in the carr ca nnot be excluded however. 

We can assume that al l  these activit ies 
involving interference with the forest were 
carried out by people of the TRB culture. 

B: c.  2500-2200 B. C. 
Once again clea rance of the Ulmus- and Tilia
rich woods. Possibly also some interference 
with the Fraxinus-rich forest .  I n  connect ion 
with this Corylus increases, though not to an 
equal extent in the three diagrams. 

Plantago lanceolata is ini tia lly still low in 
Emmen I and Bargeroosterveld I (figs. 4 and 
5); poss ible felling activit ies were st i ll limited 
here to the region with a fertile boulder-clay 
soi l .  In N ieuw-Dordrecht the development 
seems to be different :  the h igh Betula values 
(fig. 6, spectra 1 1 - 1 3 ) we see as a react ion to 
deforestation activit ies , as a result of which 
i.a. Quercus has somewhat lower va lues 
in  this zone. The somewhat h igher values for 
Plantago lanceolata in comparison with zone 
A, and the occurrence of various herb species 
at somewhat higher values a re indicat ive o f  
the fell ing of  forest on sandy soils, whereby 
the o r iginal fo rest d id  not im med ia tely 
regenerate. 

The renewed marked expansion of Betula 
(spectra 1 7-2 1 ) ,  following a d istinct increase 
of Gramineae (s pectra 1 5- 1 9) most probably 
indicates regenerat ion of abandoned arable 
land via the extensive spread of Betula. 
Corylus has no conspicuous maximum or 
minima in N ieuw-Dordrecht .  The landnam 
in this region possibly concerned mainly the 
forest on  the somewhat poorer cover-sand 
soils' and to a lesser extent the Tilia forest on 
the r ich boulder-clay soil ,  as  was the case at 
Ba rgeroosterveld . The landnam activities that 
took place in this period can be ascribed in 
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part to the T R B  culture; to some extent the 
PFB people may have been responsible for 
these activities too. The clearance activities 
near Nieuw-Dordrecht that appear to have 
been carried out on a wider scale (high Betula 
val ues) cannot be interpreted as an Iversen
landnam of the PFB culture, but is rather a 
reflection of the quality of the soi l  (Casparie 
and Groenman-van Waater inge, 1 980:  p. 59) .  

C: c.  2200-1900 B. C. 
The fel l ing of the Ulmus-rich forest continued; 
the Tilia-rich forest near Bargeroosterveld 
appears to have been almost completely 
cleared . The Fraxinus-rich forest may a lso 
have been i nterfered with.  The extent to which 
the Quercus-rich forest on  sand was affected 
cannot be clearly deduced from the curves for 
Quercus. The values fo r Cerea l i a  and 
Plantago lanceolata i n  the d iagrams of 
Emmen I and Bargeroosterveld I ind icate 
relatively intensive agricultura l activities, also 
on sa nd , that bega n already before c. 2200 B.C. 
Near N ieuw-Dordrecht extensive stands of 
Betula were fel led , almost certa inly for the 
construct ion of the wooden trackway. The 
considerable decrease of Betula in the pollen 
diagram (fig. 6 ,  spectra 2 1 -23) suggests that 
a lmost all usable stands of Betula d is
appeared . From the wood spectrum of the 
trackway (table I) it is evident that also the 
oak forest on sand and ( i n  part)  the Tilia-rich 
forest were fel led, while the Alnus carr belt 
must have d isappeared to a considerable 
extent. This last-mentioned fact ca nnot be 
deduced from the curves for these trees, unless 
the somewhat bigger fluctuations of these 
curves just below in zone C, i.e. approx
imately at the time when the trackway was 
built, must nevertheless be i nterpreted as 
reactions to extensive fe l l ing. The curve of 
Corylus has two maxima in zone C (fig. 6, 
spectra 2 1  and 25),  that can poss i bly be 
ascribed to the fel l ing of forest near N ieuw
Dord recht. On the basis of the wood spectrum 
of the trackway it  cannot be concluded that 
Corylus was also fel led.  

The somewhat lower values in  this zone for 
Plantago lanceolata near N ieuw-Dordrecht 
are not necessarily ind icative of d imi nished 
agricultural activities . It is also poss ible that 
as a result of the felling activities the 
occurrence of Plantago became more res
tricted , e.g. by the intensive trampling. The 
use of wood for purposes other than the 

build ing of the trackway (4. 5 . )  is indeed 
ind icative of the presence of people at the spot 
for a longer period than just the time of 
construction of the trackway. 

Most of the observed occurrences of i nter
ference with the vegetation can be as
cribed to the PFB culture. This  applies to 
the bui ld ing of the trackway in  particular. In 
add ition from c. 2200 RC. on the Klokbeker
kultuur (i.e. Bell Beaker culture = BB) was 
present in this region. 

D: 1900-1700 B. C. 
The sl ight changes i n  the pollen p icture of 
Emmen I (fig. 4), in  contrast to Barger
oosterve ld I ( fig .  5 ) ,  where Tilia de
creases sharply and Plantago lanceolata has 
conspicuously h igh values, i nd icates concen
trat ion of the occupation on or near 
that part of the boulder-clay ridge that was 
covered with Tilia-rich forest, close to the 
margin of the peat-bog near Bargeroosterveld . 
This part of the Tilia forest may well have 
been felled completely, as may also have 
occurred with part of the forest on poorer so i l ,  
especially soi l  more susceptible to drought. 

Near Nieuw-Dordrecht Tilia is able to 
expand aga in  sl ightly; Plantago lanceolata has 
fa i rly low values in this zone in  fig. 6. This 
region may have been only very sparsely 
inhabited in the last part of the Neol ithic. The 
relatively low values for Alnus in zone 0 of 
Nieuw-Dordrecht (fig. 6) cannot satisfactorily 
be ascribed d irectly to the fel l ing of the alder 
belt for the purpose of building the trackway. 
The increase of Alnlis (spectra 32-33) could 
i ndicate the expansion of this belt. M ost of the 
i ncidences of interference with the vegetation  
in  this period can be  ascribed to  the BB 
culture . 

On the higher so i ls of Southeast Drenthe, i n  
the region from Emmen to  as far as the ridge 
of N ieuw-Dordrecht (fig. 3 )  remains have 
been found of the TRB, the PFB and also the 
BB culture, of Early and M iddle Bronze Age 
inhabitation,  and also of later periods. From 
the pollen diagrams (figs. 4, 5 and 6) it is 
evident that the region has been continually 
inhabi ted si nce c .  3000 B.C. In the Neol ithic a 
number of land nams can be distinguished , 
such as c .  3000 B.C. ,  c. 2500 B.C. ,  c. 2200 B.c. , c. 
1 900 H.C.  and c .  1 700 B .C. , but also in  later 
periods (2. 1 . 2. ) .  These are extra accentuations 
of the clearance activities rather than more or 
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less isolated incidences of interference with the 
vegetat ion .  Precisely because on  account of 
t he s ituat ion of t he region of Southeast 
Dren the- surrounded by ra ised bog on three 
s ides-it could not have had any strategic 
posit ion,  we must regard t he N eol i th ic and 
Bronze Age cultures distinguished here as 
success ive generations of the same populat ion  
groups . 

2 . 1 . 2. The developments in the younger 
periods 

The development outl i ned above of-broadly 
speak i ng-increasing pressure on the vege
tat ion cont i nues in the Bronze Age (zones 
E, F, G and part of H )  and the Iron Age (part 
of H ,  and I) (Van Zeist ,  1 959; 1 967) . Thus i n  
the Emmen I d iagram (fig. 4) the influences of 
t he M BA inhabitation of A ngelsloo on the 
northern part of the boulder-clay ridge (zone 
G) and the Celt ic Fields in the same region 
(zone I) show up clearly. Near N ieuw
Dordrecht there do not appear to have been 
any conspicuous concentrations of inhabi
tation present  in these periods .  

2 .2. The peat-bog: subsoi l  and stratigraphy 

2 .2 . 1 .  The vertical peat-face R 

The peat-face R (fig. 8) has been investigated 
within the framework of this p roject beca use 
the sand-ridge present here-may have been the 
i ntended destination of the wooden trackway 
(2.4. 1 . ) .  The peat block is situated in t he 
grounds of the peat museum 't A ole Compas, 
that gave permission for the research (fig. 7) .  
Detailed i nformation was recorded and drawn 
over a length of 860 m of the peat-face in the 
same way as for the vertical peat-faces A-Q 
(Casparie, 1 972) ; for a ful l  description of the 
legends, id: pp. 30-35. The figures given 
between brackets in the legend of fig. 8 refer to 
the symbols used in that same publicat ion.  
Also the numbering of the points examined 
(484-528) corresponds to the i nvestigation of 
the peat-faces A-Q. 

H ere we shall  l imi t  ourselves to a short 
description of t he pea t strat igraphy. The pits 
484-5 1 0  i ndicate , as far as the subsoil is 
concerned, the podsolized Postwegrug; the 
p i ts 5 1 1 -528 the Berkenroderug; here the 
subsoil i ncludes a top layer of fluvial loam 

(2 . 2 . 2. ,  G and I ) .  The fen .peat layer can 
perhaps be dated between 5000 and 4500 B.C. 
The highly humified Sphagnum peat pre
sumably began to grow here c. 4500 B.C. 
Also visible here is the normal development of 
highly humified Sphagnum peat,  via t he 
i ntermediate deposits, with h ighly humified 
hummocks and hol lows with poorly humified 
to fresh Sphagnum peat. The intermediate 
deposits can possibly be dated to between 
2000 B. C. and the beginning of the Christ ian 
era. 

The t ime at which the Postwegrug (pit 495) 
ult imately became overgrown is dated to 3370 
H.C. (GrN- I  0. 759: 5320±35 B. P.);  i ndeed 
considerably older than we had initially 
assumed ; between 3000 and 2000 B.C. This 
clearly shows t hat the sand-ridge itself could 
not have been the destination of the wooden 
trackway. Pit 523 i ndicates an erosion gulley, 
of the type that we have described previously 
( 1 972) , filled with fresh Sphagnum peat. A 
dating of c. 500 B.c. seems to us to be well 
poss ible.  

The area of peat-face R ,  in particular the 
eastern part ,  has been intensively used s ince c. 
A.D. 1 850, as a result of which a s igni ficant 
proport ion  of t he upper fresh Sphagnum peat 
has disappeared. In the p its 484-49 1 the peat 
has been dug away, except for a remnant 
layer. The gap result i ng from this has been 
refi lled with peat for the purpose of the use of 
th is  peat-bog area as a museum. 

2 .2. 2. Cross-section through the peat-bog , 
close to the trackway 

Fig. 9 shows an  outl ine cross-sect ion  through 
t he mineral subsoil and the peat sequence, in 
the same l o ngi tud ina l  d i rect ion  as  the  
trackway (fig. 7) .  The data available were not 
all of t he same quality;  the information (fig.  9) 
i s  therefore rather u neven and variable in 
terms of detai l .  H owever, this does not affect 
the overall picture out lined here. M ost  of the 
data are from Casparie ( 1 972) . 

I n  the cross-sect ion we have d istinguished a 
number of  subareas, on the basis of d if
ferences in subsoil ,  height , peat stratig
raphy, etc. The fol lowing discussion deals 
with each of these subareas in turn.  

Subarea A .  The H ondsrug, with the boulder
clay plate, of which the southern point is 
present precisely here. The trackway begins 
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here slightly higher than 1 9  m+ N A P. The 
maximum height of peat here reached about 
2 1  m + N AP. The eastern part of this su barea 
includes the excavation trenches I ( 1 955) ,  2 
( 1 98 1 )  and 3 ( 1 955) ;  for a description of the 
trenches see 3 . 1 .  In the mineral subsoil 
evidence of wash-out is fairly abundant .  The 
overlying fen peat formed mainly as an alder
rich bog marginal forest that crept upwards 
stead ily further along the H ondsrug with the 
rising peat forming level .  The most western 
part of that sect ion of the trackway excavated 
in 1 98 1  lay in this alder carr. At the time when 
the trackway was in use it must have been very 
wet here . This also applies to that part of the 
trackway lying in highly humified Sphagnum 
peat .  

Subarea B. The flank of the Hondsrug. The 
presence of the trackway is certain; the precise 
level in the peat profile has only been 
established at one point ,  namely trench 4 
( 1 955) .  H ere the mineral subsoil sti l l  shows a 
pronounced rel ief, so it can be assumed t hat 
this is the slope of the H o ndsrug, covered over 
with a presumably thick complex of washed
out mineral material .  Overlying this is fen 
peat . Here , as in subareas C and D, t he 
t rackway l ies completely in t he h ighly 
humified Sphagnum peat. 

Subarea C. The western part of t he H unze 
depression, consisting of fluviat i le sands. 
These are covered over with Late G lacial 
Braunmoostorf(Hypnaceae peat) , as could be 
ascertained in trench 5. On top of this Late 
Glacial material lies the non-ferruginous fen 
peat, that fil ls up t he lower parts of the H u nze 
depression. The transition to subarea D is 
formed by trench 7 ( 1 964) , where the peat 
stratigraphy is well k nown. Especial ly the 
highly humified Sphagnum peat was formed 
here under extremely wet conditions. 

Subarea D. The bed of the H unze, here most 
probably the deepest part, consisting of 
fluviatile sands .  These are covered over with 
a fa irly thick complex of Late Glacial 
Braunl71oostolj;- otherwise the peat devel
opment is as in  subarea C. The pro
nou nced re lief on the left side (excavation 
trench 7) possibly does not continue any 
furt her to the east ,  but we cannot be certain of 
this. The trackway is on ly definitely present i n  
the  left part (trenches 7 an d  8) .  

Subarea E. The flank of the cover-sand ridge, 
that cuts off the H u nze bed to a considerable 
extent. H ere the wooden trackway clearly l ies 
alongside to the highest part of the cover-sand 
ridge. 

Subarea F. The spillway in the cover-sand 
ridge . I t  was no longer possible to determine 
the precise depth, but th is would have been 
slightly below 1 3 .40. m+ NAP .  as can be 
deduced from i.a. peat-stratigraphical in
formation (Cas p a r i e ,  1 972) . Landweer 
( 1 9 1 2) provides i nformation concerning the 
peat s trat igraphy .  H owever, th is author  
makes no distinction between different sorts 
of fen peat, so it is not k nown whether Late 
Glacial deposits were also present in  t he 
spi l lway. A considerable part of the H u nze 
depression drained through this low spot; here 
conditions must have been part icularly wet. 

Subarea G. The west flan k  of the cover-sand 
ridge Postwegrug, that is regarded in the first 
place as a possible destination of the trackway 
(2.4. 1 . ) .  This flank slopes from east to west as 
well as from south to north .  The relief is well 
known; in the flank several shallow east-west 
gulleys are present. The peat stratigraphy is 
not well known; it is no longer possible to 
ascertain where any Late Glacial deposits and 
the fen peat wedged out exactly. The slope is 
partly covered with BOI'eal gyttja deposits; 
partly also with ferruginous peat deposited in 
a seepage environment. 

Subarea H. The cover-sand ridge Postwegrug 
of which t he mineral subsoil consists of 
podso l ized cover-sand .  The precise peat 
strat igraphy of this subarea and subarea I is 
shown in fig. 8, peat-face R; for a more 
detailed d iscussion see 2 . 2. 1 .  

The cover-sand ridge is covered over with 
ombrogenous peat; fen peat is absent. I n  view 
of the abundant presence of Sphagnum 
cuspidatum layers in both highly humified 
Sphagnum peat and the lowest layers of fresh 
peat , it can be assumed that in the period when 
t h is ridge became overgrown with peat 
conditions here were extremely wet .  The 
highest point of the cover-sand ridge ,  about 
1 6 .60. m+NAP,  lay slightly north of the 
highest point of su barea H .  The cover-sand 
ridge became completely overgrown with peat 
before 30.0.0. B .C.  
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Subarea I. The fluviatile ridge Berkenroderug, 
formed in the last phase when during the 
Wtirm period the precursor of the R iver Ems 
dried up here. The fluviatile sands are covered 
over witl'i a layer of fluvial loam. Overlying 
t his is fen peat, t hat formed presumably 
between 5000 and 4500 B . C. This fen peat is 
covered over with ombrogenous peat, as is 
also present in  subarea H .  

2 .3 .  The entering o f  t he peat-bog 

2 .3 . 1 .  General 

The trackway did not cross the raised bog-a 
distance of about 13 km (5 . 1 . 3 . ) .  An end
point has never been found . We assume, 
however, that a destination was present in  t he 
peat-bog, to which the trackway led . We do  
n o t  have an y  indication of  what th is may have 
been. The stratigraphy of the peat-bog region 
in which this trackway l ies is well known 
(Casparie, 1 969; 1 972; Casparie & Smith, 
1 978;  2 .2 .2. ) .  Together with the considerable 
amount of archaeological i nformati o n  that is 
available it nevertheless al lows us to gain 
some insight into t he dest ination and function 
of t he t rackway. 

The definitely k nown length is about 800 m 
(from trench I to t re nch 9) (3 . 1 . ;  fig. 3) .  We 
can assume, however, ( 5 . 1 . 3 .) that it was 
longer, thus that the end-point was further 
away. 

East of the t rackway, further on in the 
definitely known d irection, we find 3 parti
cular phenomena that could possibly be 
its end-point: the cover-sand ridge, several 
spots with bog iron-ore in  the peat and the 
bog stream, t he R unde (fig. 10). These will be 
discussed in further detail  below (2 .4 . ) .  

Despite the difficulty of access to the raised 
bog, in prehistoric t imes it  was nevertheless 
regu larly penetrated . W . H .  Zimmermann  
compiled between 1963 and  1 970 a catalogue 
of finds from peat-bogs and river valleys. H e  
has been s o  kind a s  to put a t  our d isposal data 
from this catalogue; we are most grateful to 
him for this .  

2 . 3 .2. Bog finds 

I n  the raised bog of Southeast Drenthe 
hundreds of bog finds h ave been made in the 
last two centuries i n  the course of peat-digging 
and o t he r  rec lamat ion  act ivit ies .  It is 

impossible to estimate what fraction this is of 
the total  amount of objects that have been 
lost, deposited , left behind and sacrificed in  
t he peat. The  o ldest material in the  H unze 
depression is Upper Palaeolithic flint ,  largely 
of the Tjonger tradit ion.  This lies mostly at 
the base of t he peat or just below. On many 
fluvial ridges and cover-sand ridges, t hat 
became overgrown with peat in the course of 
the H olocene, flint  of Mesolithic age has been 
found,  a t  some places in  connection with 
hearths. 

These finds made in the peat itself are nearby 
all of Neolithic age and younger, in fact up 
until the 20th century A .D .  (i.e. from World 
War I I) .  We know that the peat of Southeast 
Drenthe was exploited already in the M BA;  
i. a. iron-ore has  been found .  We have asked 
ourselves t he question whether it can be 
'reasonably assumed , on  the basis of the bog 
finds, that the potential destination areas 
(2 .4 . )  were entered and also exploited before 
this period, namely in the ( Late) Neol i thic and 
EBA. 

To provide an  answer to this question we 
have selected from the bog finds catalogue of 
W . H .  Zimmermann all the Neolithic and EBA 
finds that have been found in  t he area of the 
possible end-points of the trackway, and 
thereabouts. The finds that were made in 
connect ion with t he trackway have been 
added to t hese. The total number of items in 
these two categories is about 20. In as far as 
the sites are known with sufficient accuracy, 
t hese finds a re indicated on the map, fig. 1 0. 

The description of the finds is given below. 
To J . A. Bakker, J . R .  Beuker, H. Fokkens 
( I PL), P. H .  Deckers and J.N. La nting- I am 
most grateful for supplementary inform
ation, includ ing the archaeologica l dating, 
concerning these finds.  Here no description 
will be given of the finds themselves ; this 
study is concerned primarily with the site,  
the circumstances of the finds made and the 
stratigraphical situation.  As far as possible we 
have kept to the text of W. H .  Zimmermann,  
that  has been partly derived from the inven
tory data in  the museum depots.  This imp lied 
that quite a lot of loca l site-ind icat ions 
are used that are not shown on the map 
(fig. 1 0) .  For all  those finds concerned 
t hat ' belong to  a museum the name of the 
museum and t he i nventory number are given 
between brackets .  This  number usual ly  
indicates the year in  which the find was  made. 
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Fig. 10 .  Bog finds and possible destination areas. Key: I. sand; 2. boulder-clay; 3. raised bog; 4. iron-ore areas; in the 
iron-ore area A the wooden trackways referred to as a [XIX (Bou)] and b [XX (Bou)] by Landweer ( 1 9 1 2) are indicated, 
see 2.4. 2.; 5 .  contour of the Postwegrug and Berkenroderug. The bog finds for which the find-spots are known are 
indicated by numbers. 

Where this was not the case, this is mentioned 
separately in the text. This has also been done 
for those finds that are owned privately. The 
name of the owner (not of th� finder) is then 
mentioned between brackets . 

For nos.  6, 7, 1 3 , 20, 2 1  and 22 the site
indication was so vague that t hese numbers 
could not be shown on the map .  Nos.  l O  
and 1 3  property o f  the PM D are exhib ited i n  
the Oudheidkamer Emmen' (curator J .G.  Jeuring). 
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Fig. 11. Nieuw-Dordredlt 1955, the broken Neolithic 
disc wheel of Quercus-wood (Van der Waals, 1964). 
Diameter 75 cm. Photo B.A.1. 

2 .3 . 3 .  Description oJ the bog Jinds 

1. Flint hoard, consisting of one partly polished axe 
and (at least) 7 blades, found at Nieuw-Dordrecht, 
near the Veldweg (RMO, c. 1955{7, 1-8); see 
Harsema (1981) who considers it possible that this 
is PFB material, possibly associated with the 
wooden trackway. The material was probably 
found at the sand-peat transition, only several tens 
of metres to the north or northwest of the beginning 
of the trackway. Harsema thinks that this could be 
a ritual hoard, but we do not share his view. If the 
information about the site is exact and reliable, then 
this spot must have lain so close to the begin

'
ning of 

the trackway that at the time when the trackway 
was built there must have been much traffic here in 
connection with the building operations. A 'flint 
atelier', as suggested by Zimmermann (pers. 
comm.), is more probable. 

2. Oaken disc-wheel, of which a part is missing, found 
close to the beginning of the wooden trackway of 
Nieuw-Dordrecht (PMD 1955/10-la) (Van der 
Waals, 1964; Van Zeist, 1956; 1967; fig. 11). 

3. Axe haft made of Taxus wood, found under the 
trackway-surface of excavation trench I (PMD 
1955/10-1) (Van der Waals, 1964; Van Zeist, 1956; 
1957; fig. 12). 

4. Haft of Sorbus wood, found under the trackway
surface of excavation trench 8 (PMD 1960/9-71) 
(Van der Waals, 1964; fig. 13). 

The association of nos. 2, 3 and 4 with the 
wooden trackway can be regarded as certain; for the 
discussion of the excavation trenches see 3.1. 

5. Oaken disc-wheel (complete), found in the 
Smeulveen at veenplaats (parcel of peat) 51 at a 

Fig. 12. Nieuw-Dordrecht 1955, the Ta_His-wood axe 
haft (Van Zeist, 1957). Length 42 cm. Photo B.A. I. 

depth of c. 2 m, in June 1923 (Maatschappij 
Klazienaveen, now in the peat museum 't Aole 
Compas). The site-c. 1300 m to the north of the 
trackway not far from the MBA footpath XVIII 
(Bou)-is difficult to comprehend. It seems very 
likely that we are here concerned with a ritual 
depot; there is undoubtedly a relation with the PFB 
(Van der Waals, 1964). 

6. Rossen wedge (durchlochter Breitkei/). with its 
completely decayed wooden haft found at Emmer
erfscheidenveen, in the lowermost peat, just above 
the sand (PMD 1915/9-1) (Elzinga, 1962). 
This 'donauliindische Axt' (according to Brandt, 
Schwabedissen, 1966) can probably be dated in the 
earlier Neolithic. The exact site is not mentioned, 
bUt could well be on the northern part of the 
Berkenroderug, the fluviatile ridge 4-6 km 
northeast of the Nieuw-Dordrecht trackway. The 
find is in no way connected with the trackway; it 
probably indicates some human activity here, 
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Fig. 13. Nieuw-Dordrecht 1960, the Sorbus-wood haft. 
Length 101 cm. Photo C.F.D. 

before the area became overgrown with peat. 
7. BailIe-axe of light yellow stone with a wooden haft 

(Sorbus), found at Emmercompascuum, at a depth 
of about 2 m (PMD 1908/3-3) (Glasbergen, 1957). 
The exact site is no longer known, but may have 
been 1-2 km north of nos. 8-11. The battle axe ca n 
be dated in the EBA. 

8. String of (at least) 42 amber beads and 2 blue glass 
beads. found in the Westelijke Doorsnede, 
veenplaats 10, at Emmercompascuum (PMD 
1923/6-1), at a depth of 1.90 m. On the basis of this 
depth and the stratigraphical situation indicated 
(± I m below the level of footpath XV (Bou), dated 
to 2480±40 B.P.): a dating in the late Neolithic of 
possibly the EBA is very well possible. The presence 
of the blue glass beads makes a somewhat younger 
dating more possible. 

9. Flint dagger or lance-point, found in the Westelijke 
Blokplilatsen (= Westelijke Doorsnede) veenplaats 
10 (or 16) at Emmercompascuum (PMD 1918/6-1), 
at a depth of ±1.5 m. The lance-point, type 
Bloemers 11, can be dated in the late BB, the late 
Neolithic or the EBA. A connection with no. 8 
(above) is not impossible. 

10. Flint dagger;r lance-point, found in the Westelijke 
Blokplaatsen at Emmercompascuum (possibly 
veenplaats 10), together with various wooden logs 
(PM D 1924/6-3). The lance-point, type Bloemers 
Ill, can be dated in the EBA ±1500 B.C. 

11 . Stone axe, found on the sand in the Rundestukken 
between Emmercompascuum and Emmererfschei
denveen in the neighbourhood of the former Runde, 
close to the footpath mentioned above under 8 
(PMD 1909/3-6); late Neolithic. It is not clear whe
ther the formation of peat was already under way 
here, or whether the find-situation was different to 
what has been reported. 

12. BailIe axe, found at veenplaats 12 to the east of the 
former Runde between Emmercompascuum and 
Emmererfscheidenveen, at a depth of 1-1.2 m 
below the surface in a bog iron-ore layer (PMD 
1930/ 10-1). EBA. The mention of the presence of 
bog iron-ore, in combination with the depth given is 
an indication of the exploitation of bog iron-ore in 
this period. 

13. Flint dagger or lance-point, found near the eastern 
bend of the Willemsvaart (canal) in 1938 or 1939, c. 
I m above the sand at a depth of c. 1.50 m (J.G. 
Jeuring). Type Bloemers 11, EBA. 

14. Dish aj tiefstich pottery, found near the Runde at 
Bargercompascuum in 1930 under a 3-m-thick peat 
layer on top of the sand (M. Kalverkamp). TRB. 
This find merits a few additional remarks. 
a) As a general rule pottery is poorly preserved in 

peat; this object appears to be in good condition. 
It does show the dark coloration that is 
characteristic of all bog finds, except for stone. 

b) The situation of the find-spot is well known to us 
from peat research (Casparie, 1972). The peat
forming level, on top of which the dish was 
found, can be dated at 4500-4000 B.C. At the 
spot a· seepage centre (B) was present with 
concentrations of bog iron-ore (siderite) (2.4.2.). 
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This material was formed between c. 5200 and 
3 1 00 B.C. The (scarce) information that is 
available concerning the circumstances of the 
find includes no mention at all of this bog iron
ore, unlike e.g. no. 1 5 . 

1 5 . BailIe-axe found in the Rundeveen at Barger
compascuum in the I 920-s, 'on top of the lowest 
peat layer', in the course of digging operations 
in search of bog iron-ore (PMD 1 959/ 3-3 ) .  This 
must be the seepage centre B mentioned in no. 1 4, 
that is situated on the Oank of the Ouviatile Berken
roderug, that is indicated in fig. 1 0. Probably PFB. 
We can see this as an indication of the exploit
ation of bog iron-ore in the Neolithic, as the level 
of the bog find can be dated to between 4500 and 
4000 B.c. This object could have been left behind on 
this low level in the peat. 

1 6. Stone axe with shaft-grooves, said to have been 
found in the Rundeveen at Bargercompascuum in 
the course of peat-cutting (M. Kalverkamp). 
Concerning the circumstances of the find no further 
details are known. This is a very exceptional axe, 
for which there is no known counterpart in the 
Northern Netherlands. 

1 7 .  Battle-axe . found in the Rundeveen at Barger
compascuum (FM. Yp., book p. 302). Also this 
find was situated exactly in the seepage centre B 
mentioned under no. 1 4 . This object could be PFB, 
but could also be EBA. 

1 8 . Battle-axe with hammer bult, made out of black 
gabbro-like stone, found at veenplaals 46, ±250 m 
east of Cato's vaart at Smeulveen, at a depth of 1 . 25 
m in the so-called doslerd layer (Pinus-wood peat) 
(Maatschappij Klazienaveen, now in the peat 
museum 't Aole Compas). EBA. The axe has a 
surface coating of iron oxide, possibly Fe20J, 
indicating prolonged exposure to an oxidized iron
rich environment. The (precisely indicated) find
spot is located 500-700 m north of what we assume 
to be the seepage centre A. This seepage centre 
possibly extended thus far north. It can hardly be 
doubted that there is a connection between this 
object and bog iron-ore. The axe could have been 
left behind in bog iron-ore that was exposed to the 
air (having been dug up). 

1 9 . Small broad-topped axe and fragment of a broad
lopped axe, found in the peat near Bargeroosterveld 
at a depth of 20-25 cm (PMD 1 940/ 4, I and la). 
Datings probably PFB and EBA, respectively. 

20. Battle-axe, found in the Oosterveen near Klazie
naveen, in May 1 960, at a depth of 40 cm (J.G. 
Jeuring). Can be ascribed to the PFB. 

2 1 .  Flint dagger or lance-point, found at veenplaals 28 
of Bargeroosterveen. south of Nieuw-Dordrecht (in 
the extended direction of this sand-ridge), on 20-4-
19 1 1 ,  at a depth of 1 . 50 m in the highly humified 

Sphagnum peat (Maatschappij Klazienaveen, now 
peat museum 't Aole Compas; replica: PMD 
1 924/ 6-4). This dagger, type Bloemers Il l, can be 
dated in the EBA. 

22. Battle-axe , found in or under the ombrogenous peat 
near Klazienaveen (PMD 1 905/ 1 -3) .  No further 
details are known about the circumstances of the 
find. PFB. 

Fig. 1 4. Nieuw-Dordrecht 1 98 1 ,  scraper no. 656, I: I .  
Drawing J .M .  Smit, B.A.I .  

23. Stone axe, found at Weerdingerveen in the bog 
iron-ore (PMD 1 9 1 6/ 1 -4) .  This axe, that belongs to 
the PFB, is mentioned here because the find is said 
to have been made "in a lump of bog ore (oer)". It is 
true that this axe does not come from the 
surroundings of the Nieuw-Dordrecht trackway, 
but in view of the fact that also in the peat region 
concerned the formation of bog iron-ore had come 
to an end already before c. 3000 B.C.we see this find 
as an indication of the exploitation of bog iron-ore 
in the Neolithic. 

24. Flinl scraper, found in the course of the 1 98 1  
excavation (trench 2) between the trackway-surface 
logs ( fig. 1 4). Discussion: 3.2 .4 .  

2 .3 .4. Conclusions 

There is certainly no doubt that the peat-bog 
region in the surround ings of the possible 
dest inat ions was entered by people already i n  
the Neolit hic.  From the d istribut ion  of  finds 
there is no  obvious evidence to sug3est that 
any part icular route was followed over a long 
period of t ime . This is hardly surprising, for 
the wooden trackway was in use for only a 
relat ively brief period: at most for only a few 
years ( 5 . 2.4 . ) .  

I t  i s  also fairly certain that the peat-bog was 
access ible in the Neolithic and EBA not 
exclusively via this or some other wooden 
trackway. This is ind icated by nos.  5 ,  8- 1 2, 1 8 , 
20 and 2 1 .  This may well have been the 
general rule, with the trackway being merely 
an adaptat ion to the locally very wet situation 
( Casparie, 1 972) . H ere i t  should be mentioned 
that after c. 2000 B .C.  the entire raised bog 
region grad ually became wetter. This must 
have had consequences for the accessibi li ty of 
the region in the EBA and later. 
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There appear t o  b e  two concentration areas 
with regard to the finds (fig. 1 0) ;  a northern 
(nos. 8- 1 2) and a southern one (nos. 1 4- 1 7) .  
For the northern o n e  t he maj ority o f  
datings- inasfar a s  it  i s  j ust ifiable t o  fol low 
this approximation-are after 2000 8.c . ,  for the 
southern concentration  area the datings fit in 
somewhat better with the wooden trackway, 
as a few PFB finds a re included in this group .  

These two concentrations of  finds could, 
however, also be i l lusory; in  various regions 
peat-digging was first carried out a long time 
ago, when no attention was paid to any 
archaeological finds. Besides there was then 
no systematic procedure for the acquisition of 
finds by the various museums and other 
interested persons. 

The absence of finds on or very close to the 
cover-sand ridge (fig .  1 0) ,  can be ascribed to a 
significant extent to the fact that a con
siderable part of the peat has not yet been 
dug away there. 

The absence of the finds in the southern
most  i ro n - o re reg i o n  ( A )  i s  p re s u m
able a consequence of this peat having been 
dug away already at an early stage . The 
relatively large raised bog region between the 
H ondsrug on the west side, the iron-ore region  
A on the  south side and the region of the 
cover-sand ridge ,  the iron-ore region B and 
the Runde on the east side, is almost 
completely devoid of finds.  Peat was dug here 
up until relatively recently (c.  1 960) . A few 
finds from younger periods are indeed known 
to have come from this peat region.  We must 
therefore not exclude the possibility that in  the 
Neolithic and E BA this region was not 
attractive or perhaps dangerous. Sand islands 
are absent here and bog iron-ore is hardly or 
not at all  present. 

East of the peat region, in  which the Runde 
has deve loped ,  bog fi nds are lacking .  
Considerable parts of th is  region were dug 
away already very long ago,  but  part of the 
peat d isappeared on ly in the course of th is 
century.  We venture to assume, however,  that 
here hardly any or no  use was made of these 
parts of the bog in prehistoric t imes. 

I n  four cases (nos. 1 2, 1 5 , 1 8 , 23) the find 
description ind icates a distinct connect ion 
with bog iron-ore; th is matter i s  dealt with in  
further detail i n  the discussion about t he 
possible destination (2 .4 .2 . ) .  

Analysis of t he available information makes 
it clear that the peat-bog in  the region  to 

which the trackway presumably led was not 
only entered but possibly was also exploited. 
M oreover, in  view of the presence of bog finds 
it is not impossible that p recisely the region  of 
the cover-sand ridge, bog iron-ore regions A 
and B and the R unde was in  fact the 
destination of the trackway. 

2.4. The potential destination areas 

2.4. I. The sand island Pos(wegrug 

This ridge, shown in fig. 3 and 1 0, consists 
of a cover-sand ridge ( Postwegrug), that lies 
approx imately perpend icular to the Honds
rug, and a lower fluviatile ridge (Berken
roderug) ,  that with its NW-SE orientat ion 
is parallel to the H ondsrug. The cover-sand 
ridge has a peat podsol ;  the fluviatile ridge 
has a fluvial loam deposit at the top.  Both 
ridges are sti l l  partly covered with peat .  In 
fig. 8 is shown the cross-sect ion of th is peat, 
as recorded in vertical peat-face R (2. 2. 1 .  and 
2. 2. 2. ) ,  the exact position of  which is indi
cated in fig. 7 .  The peat symbols used are 
described extensively in Caspa rie ( 1 972). The 
strat igraphy of the peat corresponds well to 
that established previously. 

I n the eastern part of peat-face R,  pits 
508-528 (fig. 8), the fluviatile ridge has been 
cut into. Here fen peat overl ies fl uvial loam. 
The time at which fen peat format ion came to 
an end can probably be dated at c .  4500 B .C.  
At  that time the fluviatile part of th is  sand 
island was probably not completely over
grown. 

The cover-sand area-with a peat pod
sol-has been overgrown by highly humi
fied Sphagnum peat; the same type of peat 
as that in which the trackway is present .  
To determine the time at which th is cover
sand ridge finally became overgrown with 
highly humified Sphagnum peat, a C 14-
sample was taken ,  a few metres j ust west of 
t he highest point of this ridge, at c. 1 6 .40 
01+ NAP (fig. 8) .  From the dat ing of th is peat 
at 5320±35 B . P . (GrN- 1 0 . 759) it follows that 
th is sand island could not have been the 
pos�ible dest ination of the trackway. The 
highest point had been overgrown for 1 000 
years already. The thickness of peat at this 
spot at the time when the trackway was bu ilt ,  
in an undrained state, was possibly more than 
I metre. 
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[n t he peat present here, t hat has been dug 
through in different p laces to  make d itches 
and small peat cut t ings no wooden remains of 
a trackway have ever been found .  

2 .4 .2 . The bog iron-ore locations 

Between 5200 and 3 1 00 B. C ,  to the north of 
the cover-sand ridge a ferruginous peat 
sequence developed in an environment of 
iron-rich seepage, t hat  contained , especially 
near the spots where ferruginous water 
appeared out of t he ground (seepage centres), 
la rge quantities of siderite (bog iron-ore) 
(Casparie, 1 972; 1 978).  We can assume t hat 
t hese spots were exploited already in the M BA 
(Casparie & Smith,  1 978) .  The locat ion of 
several such spots (A, B .  C, D) is  shown in fig. 
1 0 . The s iderite concentrations were clearly 
vis ible and recognizable from a d istance. They 
were dome-shaped and must have had a 
completely different vegetat ion.  

I n i t ial ly- c .  3 1 00 B .  C -the domes most 
probably stuck out almost 2 m above t he 
surrounding peat vegetat ion.  Only well after c .  
2000 B .C did they ult imately become over
grown by highly humified Sphagnum peat . 

2 .4 .3 .  The bog stream the Runde 

This rivulet, the final course of which is shown 
in fig. 1 0, is a true raised bog river. No bed is 
present in  t he mineral subsoi l  or in  t he 
underlying fen peat .  I t  sta'rted to develop only 
after c .  3 1 00 B. C Probably it was only well 
after 2000 B .C -when the cover-sand ridge had 
been completely covered for some t ime with a 
sequence of Sphagnum peat and domed bog 
complexes had ar isen in  t he Sou theast 
Drenthe region (Casparie, 1972)-that a true 
stream was present . At t he t ime of the wooden 
trackway it could only have been at most a 
very insignificant brooklet .  

3 .  THE TRACKWAY 

3 .  I .  Overview of the field research 

The t rackway has been the object of research 
at different t imes in various places . This 
research has varied from a simple obse rva
t i on (without any location havi ng been 
established) to systematic excavat ions .  Here 
below a list of t hese act ivit ies is  given i n  

chronological order, together wi th  details o f  a 
few characterist ic facts .  The location 'of the 
various excavation trenches and observat ion 
points  is  indicated in  fig. 1 5 . The trenches are 
numbered from the west (no.  I )  in an eastward 
direct ion .  This numbering is s t i l l  kept t o  
further o n .  The observation points are indi
cated by an as terisk .  The parts of the track
way that have been excavated are i l l ustrat
ed in figs . 1 6  and 1 7 . 

1910 
Reconnaissance by G . ] .  Landweer Jz .  

S i tuat ion :  i n  the process of deepening a 
d iv iding d itch alongside the road , or rather 
peat-bog dike ,  from N ieuw-Dordrecht to 
K lazienaveen-N oord ,  ± 1 . 5 m below the  
surface. Landweer had a small part exposed ; 
with regard to the method of construction he 
mentions that trunks of Pinus trees had been 
used . This identificat ion is  very probably not  
correct however. Landweer does not  mention 
the exact locat ion and t hat  is why we have not 
given th is observation a t rench number. The 
spot is s i tuated between trenches 5 and 6 
(pers .  comm. , J . J .  Brands,  Nieuw-Dordrecht ) .  
Landweer was  p robably reacting to  t he report 
of a find ; in  addit ion he documented the 
find and made various observat ions .  G .J . 
Landweer J z  ( 1 9 1 2) .  

1955, trenches 1, 3, 4, 6, 9 
Excavat ions and observations i n  the months 
of September and October 1 955 by H .T. 
Waterbo lk ,  W. van Zeist ,  G .  Delger and H .  
Praamstra. The t rackway was invest igated at  
6 points :  A ,  B ,  C ,  0 ,  E and F. Trench I (A) 
extended over a length of 27 m of the 
trackway; trench 3(B)  3 . 50 m;  trench 4(C) 2 .50 
m;  trench 6(D) 3 .20 m ;  the spot E concerns 
an observat ion made in the side of a ditch;  
trench 9( F) is an observation in a vertical peat 
action. This is t he most easterly point at which 
it has been established that the t rackway is 
defi nitely present . and for th is reason we 
have ass igned a trench number (9) to th is  
observation (figs. 18  and 1 9) .  The aim of th is  
invest igation was to ascertain the const ruct ion 
met hod . the course of the trac kway, the 
species of wood used and the dati ng. For t he 
purposes of a palynological invest igation a 
peat sect ion was sampled on the west side of 
trench I .  

Finds :  the remains of a sol id Quercus-wood 
disc-wheel (fig. 1 1 ) j ust west of trench I ,  found 
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Fig. I S. Nieuw-Dordrecht, situation and numbering of the excavation trenches. The observation points are indicated by 
an asterisk. For the precise location of this map, see fig. 3. Key: I. sand; 2. boulder-clay; 3. peat. 

Flg. 1 8 .  Nieuw-Dordrecht 1 955 
(trench I), general view to
wards the west. Photo B.A. l. 
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prior to the excavation;  a Taxus-wood axe 
haft (fig. 1 2) i n  the eastern part of tre�ch 
1 under the trackway-surface . C I 4-datlOg: 

4080±55 B .P .  (GrN- 1 087).  Van Zeist ( 1 956; 
1 957;  1 959; 1 967). 

1 960, trench 8 
Excavation in  August 1 960 by W.  van Zeist, 
M rs .  L. van Duinen and H .  Praamstra . 
Excavated length  24 m (fig .  20). The aim of 

Fig. 19. Nieuw-Dordrecht 1955 
(trench 6), view towards the 
east. Photo B.A.I. 

Fig. 20. Nieuw-Dordrecht 1960 
(trench 8), view towards the 
east. Photo H.T. Waterbolk. 

the i nvestigation was to gain a c;learer i ns ight 
into the met hod of construction, the species of 
wood used and a more precise dating.  

Finds : a haft ,  c. 1 m long, of Sorbus-wood 
(fig. 1 3) .  C I 4-dating: 4 1 00±55 B . P. (GrN-
2968) , Casparie ( 1 972) .  

1964, trench 7 
Excavat ion in  March and Apri l  1 964 by J. H .  
McAndrews, M rs .  J .  Ru iter, H .  Praamstra 
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Fig. 2 i .  Nieuw-Dordrecht 1964 (trench 7), view towards the east. Photo C.F.D. 
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and W.A .  Casparie. Excavated length 75 m 
(fig. 2 1 ) . Aim : to gain clear i nsight into the 
hummock and hole patterns of the fossil 
bog surface (peat research) ,  the construct ion 
method, the species of wood used . 

Finds :  a few large pebbles, d iameter 8- 1 0  
cm, and a few pieces of wood , that may be 
fragments of a haft .  Casparie ( 1 972) . 

1980, trench 5 
Small-scale reconnaissance in  J une 1 980 by G .  
Delger and W . A .  Casparie, i n  cooperation 
with L .  van D ijk .  E xposed length 0.6 m Aim : 
To gain some idea of the state of preservation 
in connection with plans for protection of t he 
trackway. Casparie ( 1 980).  

1981, trench 2 
Excavation in  J une and J uly by G .  Delger, K .  
Klaassens and W . A .  Casparie. Excavated 
length 75 m.  The western part of this trench 
coincides with the eastern part of trench I ;  
trench 3 is present in  trench 2. A im :  to  gain 

some idea of the choice of wood and use of 
wood in  connection with the forest h istory of 
the ridge of Nieuw-Dordrecht . The excavat ion 
report is  given in  3 . 2. Casparie ( 1 98 1 ) .  

3 . 2. E xcavation report for trench 2 ( 1 98 1 )  

3 . 2. 1 .  Introduction 

The field research was' carried out between 
J une 9th and Ju ly 3rd 1 98 1 .  The excavation 
was directed by G .  Delger, K.  K laassens and 
the author. Assistance was also provided by 
'M rs. A . F. Smith and Mrs .  C M .  Casparie. L .  
van Dij k  provided cooperation, both m the 
form of some technical assistance from his 
department in  the preparation and execution 
of the excavation, and by his study of aspects of 
forestry and wood technology. The results of 
his effort are very much appreciated by us. 

The owner of the terrain,  the Dienst Beheer 
Landbouwgronden, gave permission for the 
excavat ion .  The necessary a rrangements 

Fig. 22. Nieu\v-Dordrecht 1981 (trench 2), view towards the east:' The tnlckway i's also' present in the peat under the 
small house in the background. Photo C.F.D. 
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Fig. 23.  Nieuw-Dordrecht 1 98 1  
(trench 2), detail of the track
way (between 49 and 52 m), 
towards the north, with clearly 
visible.. substructure. Note the 
use of rather rough pieces 
of wood as trackway-surface, 
Photo C.F.D. 

concerning t he mode of excavation and 
subsequent del ivery were made wit� the 
leaseholder of the terrain,  M .  Deddens, N leuw
Dordrecht,  who was prepared to permit the 
investigation to be made in his field .  We are 
most grateful to both the Dienst Beheer 
Landbouwgronden and Mr. Deddens for their 
willingness and cooperation.  

The werkvoorzieningsschap De Brinken 
provided labour for carrying . out the . fie.ld
work. For soi l-moving operations a d igging 
machi ne was hired from the firm Gebr. Fti hler 
BY of Bargeroosterveld . The assistance of 
both these organizations is very much appre
ciated . 

3 . 2.2 .  Method of work 

The topsoil and the upper undisturbed peat 
were dug away by the digging machine.  
Subsequently the wooden trackway surface 
was exposed using shovels. The trackway was 
cleaned using paint-scrapers and brushes. 
Work was commenced on the eastern edge of 
the field .  From the investigat ion of 1 955 
(trenches I and 3) the location ?f the t.r�ck
way in the peat was known with sufficient 
accuracy, so it was not necessary to s�arch for 
i t .  Al l  logs and other wood remainS were 
recorded in field-drawings at a scale of I :  20, 
numbered and subsequently their levels were 
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determined. The excavation drawings are 
shown in  fig. 1 7 . 

The- fol lowing categories of wood remains 
are d ist inguished : trackway-surface logs ,  sur
face-level l ing wood to make the trackway
surface even, substructure and 'natural wood'. 
The last-mentioned comes from the woodland 
at the margin of the bog. It consists mainly of 
branches and (fal len) tree-trunks, that were 
not used for building the trackway. Al l  the 
wood found has been identified . When it was 
not possible to do this in the field ,  a wood 
sample was taken for investigation in the 
laboratory. Apart from the species of wood 
used, for each p iece of wood further details 
were recorded , such as diameter, whether or 
not cleft (i .e .  split  i n  two longitudinally), 
whether it  is a base end or top end of trunk, 
the shape of the ends of the trunks fel led , etc. 
This information was collected for a large part 
by Van D ijk .  

After t he trackway had  been photographed 
(figs. 22 and 23) , the logs were removed so 
that the substructure became visible. Also 
these elements were recorded in the drawings, 
levelled , etc. Finally the peat subsoil was dug 
over one spit deep. After the excavation the 
trench was filled up again with the wood that 
was not collected being left at the bottom of 
the trench. 

3 .2.3 .  Sampling 

From 99 logs a sample was taken for species 
identification in the laboratory. Close to log 
4 1 4  (fig. 1 7, 73 .7  m) a complete peat section 
was sampled by B. van 'Gee l ,  H ugo de Vries
Laboratorium, Department of Palynology 
and Palaeoecology, U niversity of Amsterdam, 
for the purposes of macroscopic and micro
scopic peat research . Of log 4 IJ (73 . 5  m) 
the outermost 10 annual r ings (sap-wood ) 
were sampled for a C I 4-dating: 4020±35 B . P .  
(GrN - 10 .760) . These two logs are indicated in  
fig. 1 7 .  

About 70 logs as well a s  20 so-cal led 
level l ing boards (pieces of slab wood) were 
transported to the peat museum 't Aole Compas 
in Bargercompascuum. H ere they are exhibited 
under water in a large tank, while await ing 
further conservation. 

3 . 2.4. Finds 

Apart from the wood that belongs to the 

trackway itself only one artefact, a scraper, 
has been found (fig. 1 4) .  We are grateful to 
P. H .  Deckers for the fol lowing description 
and conclusion. The flint artefact was found 
between the logs of the trackway-surface close 
to an alder stump (fig .  1 7, 4. 1 0  m). 

No. 656: basal (proximal) end of a blade
like flake. Length 4 1  mm. breadth 32 mm, 
thickness 7 mm. Dorsal end almost com
pletely covered wit h patina. Quite severely 
damaged strik ing platform (edged ) .  This 
sort of flake occurs in TRB, but also in  BB.  

The possibility that more artefacts were 
present on the trackway-surface, between the 
elements of the trackway or in. the underlying 
peat, can be excluded . The excavation method 
was such that even very small objects could 
not have been overlooked . 

The a rtefacts found in  the course of earlier 
excavations are described in 2. 3 .3. , nos. 2-4. The 
wood from the 1 98 1  excavation (trench 2) is 
d iscussed together with that of the 1 964 and 
1 960 excavations (trenches 7 and 8 res pecti
vely) in chapter 4. 

3 . 3 . Starting-point and direction of the 
trackway 

From excavation trench I i t  can be deduced 
that the beginning of the trackway must be 
placed slightly west of this trench j ust on the 
H ondsrug. The actual spot is not known 
precise ly, because no  appropriate i nvesti
gation has been carried out.  It  is possible 
that ttis starting-point of the wooden track
way d isappeared in the reclamation that took 
place here in  1 955 .  

The southeastern outlying end of the  Honds
rug-the ridge of N ieuw-Dordrecht-narrows 
here from ± 1 500 m to less than 1 000 m (figs . 
1 5  and 1 0) .  This is the southern extremity of 
the boulder-clay ridge of Angelsloo,  Barger
oosterveld and Nieuw-Dordrecht,  that here 
extends up to the surface (fig. 3). The 
trackway begins as it  were from the south 
flank of this extremity. 

The trackway runs approximately per
pendicular to the H o ndsrug into the peat . 
Therefore the trackway was not i ntended as 
an extension of the H ondsrug, for then its 
oiieI)tation would have had to  have been 
south-east, like the ridge of N ieuw-Dordrecht. 
The starting-point could then have been 2 .5  
km further south ,  j ust at the end of th is  ridge 
(fig. 3) .  I n  the course of the trackway a few 
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sl ight bends are present, see trenches 2 (fig. 1 7) 
and 7 (fig. 1 6) .  Broadly speaking, however, the 
trackway can be described as straight . We can 
therefore assume that the trackway was 
i ntended to run from the south point of the 
boulder-clay ridge straight into the peat in a 
d irect ion perp,endicular to the margin of the 
raised bog. For further detai ls  on direct ion 
and destination see 2 .4 . ,  5 . 1 . 1 .  and 5 . 1 . 2 . 

3 .4 .  M ethod of construction 

3 .4 . 1 .  Substructure 

I n  the trenches I ,  2 and 3 a substructure is  
present cons i st i ng of b irc h  t runks la id  
lengthwise (figs.  1 6  and  1 7) ;  i n  the  other 
trenches no substructure i s  p resent. 

The l o ngitud ina l ly p laced t runks  are 
characterized by relatively great lengths- up to 
c .  8 m-together with small  diameters. In the 
first p lace no clear system of ordering could be 
established t hat could be connected with the 
type of peat surface: wood peat on the mar
gin of the bog or treeless ombrogenous 
Sphagnum peat . We nevertheless assume that 
the qua l i ty of the peat-bog surface, i n  
part icular  i ts  carrying capacity,  was a 
determining factor for the numbers of trunks 
that were laid out and the d istance between 
them. I t  i s  certain  that the p lacing of the 
substructure was plan ned beforehand (in view 
of the k ind of birch trunks that were used) ,  
but that matters such as the number of trunks 
and the distance between them were not 
strictly regulated. 

3 .4 .2 .  The trackwaY-SUI/ace 

The trackway-surface was found to be present 
in all t he trenches. This trackway-surface 
consisted of transversely p laced logs, i.e. tree 
trunks- in  some cases cleft- of oak, lime, b irch 
and alder. The length of these varied quite 
considerably (figs. 1 6  and 1 7);  often it was c .  
2 .50 m to c .  3 . 50 m.  The presence a lso of 
relatively much shorter logs (sometimes barely 
2 m long) cannot be immediately explained. 
The overall intention appears to have been to 
build a trackway with a functional width of 
about 2 . 50 m ,  but i n  a number of p laces this 
was definitely not achieved (fig. 1 6, trench 7 at 
33-35 and 49-50 m ;  fig. 1 7 , trench 2 at 28 and 
39 m) . W here t he trackway-surface is  absent 
here and t here, as in trench 2 at 48-49 m, 

trench 7 at 7 ,  35-36, 50-5 1 m, and trench 8 at 
1 9  m,  we p resume that the wood here has 
d isappeared partly or perhaps to a great 
extent as a result  of erosion  (water). I n  a few 
p laces it could not possibly have been 
p reserved,  due to t he process of rotting. 
Whether there were originally also stretches of 
the trackway without any wood cannot be 
demonstrated;  we consider it unli kely. 

I nasfar  as round-wood (i. e. undressed tree 
trunks) was used for the trackway-surface, the 
d iameters of these logs were from 1 0  to ± 25 
cm, with thicknesses of 1 5-20 cm pre
dominating .  Almost all of the clef: logs 
came from trunks with d iameters of more 
than 20 cm. No real planks were present .  A 
few slabs of wood were found that came from 
considerably thicker trees, probably up to 
more than 1 m.  

Not only well-formed straight trunks were 
used . There are also some markedly curved 
fragments present, sometimes sti l l  with side 
branches. I n  addition stems were also used 
with a d iameter of less than 7 cm. I n  such 
cases the length was often s l ightly less than 2 .5  
m .  

On a large number of  trunks the bark was 
st i l l  present, even to some extent on top of the 
trackway-surface. This app lied especially to 
birches and alders. The tree trunks, with the 
bark st i l l  attached , were used for build ing the 
trackway. The dis integrated remains of this 
bark were regularly found between the trunks 
or were sti l l  attached to the trunks on  the 
underside of the trackway-surface, held in 
p lace by the underlying peat. 

Between the logs of the trackway-surface of 
trenches 1 and 2 alder stumps were found in 
situ (figs . 1 6  and 1 7) ,  i nd icating fen wood 
vegetat ion at the margin of the raised bog. 
The eastern l imit of this was at 45-46 m in  
trench 2 (fig. 1 7) .  The trackway was built 
partly j ust alongside these stumps, e.g. 1 4- 1 5 , 
1 9, 3 1 -32, 34-35, 45 m, which indicates that 
these were still ( l iving) trees at the time. I n  a 
few cases the trackway runs more or less over 
stumps e.g. at 2, 5, 25 ,  28-29, 39 m, It is not 
clear whether the trunks belonging to these 
stumps had a lready d isappeared or whether 
t he trees were fel led expressly to allow the 
t racKway to be built . The latter possibil i ty 
cannot be excluded. I n  any case, from 

, trenches 1 and 2 the width of the fen wood 
zone fringing the peat-bog could be fairly well 
established : s l ightly more than 75 m. 
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3 .4 .3 .  Sw/ace-levelling wood 

In trench 2 i t  could be establi shed with 
certainty that extra wood was used to  make 
the clearly very irregular t rackway-surface 
somewhat more even .  For th is purpose small 
p ieces of wood were laid in the gaps between 
curved trunks ,  that were sometimes rather big, 
but also between fai rly straight trunks. To 
some extent branches were used for this 
purpose, or th in  trunks with d iameters of 3-8 
cm. The length was always appreciably less 
than 2.5 m;  usually c. 1 - 1 . 5 m.  This type of 
'surface-level l ing wood' we have dist inguished 
from the logs of t he trackway-surface on the 
basis of i ts  considerably smaller length and 
sometimes on  the basis of its position, i. e. not 
so much in t he middle part of t he trackway, 
but more in  the periphery. The species of 
wood found are oak, birch and alder. 

A different type of surface-level l ing wood 
was made from so-cal led slabs, that  we can 
regard as the pieces of wood left over when 
square posts are made out of round trunks,  
(fig. 24) .  These outer planks,  often hardly more 
than I m long, but usually c. 1 0  cm wide, were 
very suitable for level l ing the t rackway-surface 
because on one side they were flat while on the 
other they had the gentle curvat ure of the fa irly 
thick trunk. They could easily be lain between 
the round t runks .  Most of this  surface-leve lling 
wood was used rather towards the outside of 
t he trackway than in the middle.  Wood species ; 
oak and alder. 

The presence of this surface-levell ing wood 
was posit ively confirmed only in the course cf 
the excavat ion of trench 2. This was becc1.Use a 
considerable proportion of the s labs had 
s l ipped down between the logs of the 
t rackway-surface ,  possibly already soon after 
the trackway was bui l t ,  but to some extent 
undoubtedly as  late as duri ng the recent  
shrinkage of the peat ,  that resulted i n  some 
displacement of the elements of the trackway
surface with respect to one another. Only 
when the trackway-surface logs were removed 
did it become clear how extensively th is 
surface-levell ing wood had been used i n  
building the trackway. In  the drawing o f  the 
t rackway surface (fig. 1 7) the presence of th is 
surface-levelling wood is therefore not  pre
cisely indicated, but i t  consists of the shorter 
pieces of wood among the trackway-surface 
logs between 2. 5-3 m long. 

Similar surface-level l ing wood was also 
found in t rench 7,  though it was not recorded 

f- 4o cm4 
Fig. 24. Slab-wood or slabs, as they 
are produced by making a square 
post out of a tree-trunk. 

as such in the drawing. Going through the field 
data of the 1 964 excavations we were also able 
to  establish with certainty the presence of this  
surface-level l ing wood . Here i t  was less 
abundant than in trench 2, however.  We may 
assume that th is system of making the 
t rackway-surface even was part of the 
predetermined method of construct ion.  

3 .4 .4. Constructive aspects 

No connect ions between pieces of wood were 
found . We may assume that the bui lders of the 
t rackway were aware t hat considerably greater 
stabi l i ty could be achieved by attach ing the 
various construction elements to one another 
( s u hst ruct ure ,  t rackway-surface logs, surface
level l ing wood ) or by clamping the trackway
surface down on to the peat surface with the aid 
of wooden pegs. Consequently that carrying 
capacity of the trackway could have been 
greatly increased . Evidently the bui lders of the 
trackway did not find i t  necessary for their 
purposes , to make a construction that  was as 
solid as possible. 

We can say wit h  certainty that the track
way-surface was not covered with turves, 
sods, bunches of twigs or l it ter. I n  preparing 
t he t rackway-surface during excavation we 
paid special attention to the presence of any 
such materia l .  If t h is had been present then we 
would certainly have not iced i t .  I n  bui ld ing 
t he trackway no sand or stone (pebbles) was 
used . I t  is not known whether the builders of 
t he t rackway were aware that t hese materials 
a re c<;:>mpletely unsu itable for the construction 
of a t rackway on (undra ined) raised bog, or 
whether th is material was not  used for reasons 
t o  do with t he organization of building 
activities . 
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The trackway was not  provided with any 
drainage system in the form of d itches. I n  
view of the high water level i n  the peat-bog in  
this region  at  the  t ime when t he trackway was 
built (many holes contained open water), we 
may assume that d itches on either side of the 
trackway would riot have had any effective 
drainage funct ion in this waterlogged peat . 

With the exception of the westernmost part 
of trench 2, the trackway ran over a sl ightly 
undulating surface with hummocks and holes, 
as ascertained in trench 7 (Casparie, 1 972; fig. 
25) .  The carrying capacity of the hummocks 
must have been fairly great .  By this we mean 
that at the time when the trackway was built it 
would have been possible for several people to 
stand together on the oval hummocks, some 
3-6 m across, without any danger of s inking 
into the bog. The situation was d ifferent 
in the holes with waterlogged peat .  Anyone 
attempting to walk here would certainly have 
sunk down to a depth of some decimetres . 
In that part of the trackway with a sub
structure- trenches 1 ,  2,  3-the hummock 
and hole system may have been less well 
developed ; here, with the exception of the 
bog-fr inging fen wood, i t  was presumably 
wetter. The presence of the substructure here 
may be connected with the absence of the 
somewhat drier hummocks . 

I n  the bog-fringing fen wood large pools 
would undoubtedly have been present. The 
large quantities of tree roots and stumps 
would certainly have made this peripheral 
area somewhat firmer, but we can assume that 
it  could not have been made use of easily 
without a trackway-surface . 

The trackway has many characteristic 
features t hat indicate that it was built for 

) ( 
= 
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wheeled traffic .  Such features i nclude in  
particular the  width of almost 3 m and the  use 
of surface-level l ing wood. An important and 
i n  fact necessary constructive aspect for 
driving wagons over the peat surface is the 
attachment of transversely lain elements to 
the longitudinally lain build i ng elements; 
carrying capacity and the stability are greatly 
increased in this way. This applies especially 
to th is peat-bog region.  Many spots can be 
pointed out, e.g. in trench 7 ,  where use of the 
trackway-surface by wagons must  have 
resulted in  the wagons overturning on account 
of the great difference in  carrying capacity 
between hummocks and holes . This applies 
especially where the trackway-surface logs 
rest on one side on a hummock and on the 
other side in a gully or a hole (figs. 1 7  and 25) . 

We have not been able to establish the 
presence of (secondary) adaptations to the 
(origninal) construction method, i n  the form 
of additional layers of wood, stakes driven 
into the subsoil ,  bunches of twigs, other 
constructions,  etc . We therefore assume that 
the building of the trackway took place in a 
single phase, and that after this no  (extra) 
provisions were made to repair or improve 
any damaged parts or weak spots . 

With many of the logs it was stil l  possible 
to see how the trees from which they came 
had been fe lled , even though the state of the 
wood had deter iorated considerably before 
becoming overgrown by peat .  These tech
nological aspects and certa in  points con
cerning the construct ion method wil l  be 
dealt in more detail in chapter 4 (4 .4. 2 .) ,  in 
connection with the tree species represented , 
the choice of wood, etc. 

5'0 5'5 10 7.5 ['7.00 

- [ 
15 

Fig. 25. Nieuw-Dordrecht 1964 (trench 7), the tnickway-surface relief (in black) on both sides of the trackway, and the 
pattern of hummocks (stippling) below the trackway-surface. Note the relation of the trackway,-surface relief and the 
presence of hummocks, after Casparie, 1 972. 
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3 . 5 . Dat ing 

The age of the trackway is evident from three 
C 1 4-dati ngs, for logs from the trackway 
surface of' three d i fferent t renches: 

Trench 2,  log 4 1 3  (Quercus ) ,  the outermost 1 0  
annual rings : 
4020±35 B.P. (GrN-1 O.760)=2070 R C. ;  

Trench 4, log 39 (Alnus) ,  although not  sep
arately mentioned, presumably the 
outermost 5- 1 0  annual rings : 4080± 
55 R P. (GrN- 1 087)=2 1 30 B .C . ;  

Trench 8 ,  log no .  no t  known (A In us ) ,  here also 
pres uma bly the outermost 5- 1 0  
annual r ings : 
4 1 00±55 B . P .  (GrN-2986)=2 1 50 
B.C.  

The distance between the first a nd the second 
dated log is c. 1 30 m,  and between the second 
and the third dated log 480-500 m .  

The datings are relatively close to one 
another;  t here is no  reason to assume that a 
n umber of phases could be d ist inguished . We 
therefore assume that the buildi ng of the 
trackway was a single event ,  that we can d ate 
a t  c .  4050 R P.=2 1 00 B . C. The i nformation 
derived from pollen analysis (Van Zeist, 1 959; 
1 967; Walvius , 1 964) fits in well with this 
dating. 

We regard the construction of this trackway 
as an activity of the PFB culture, that had 
become established in this region  a lready c. 
2200 B .C.  (Harsema, 1 98 1 ;  Van der Waals, 
1 964) .  

4 .  THE WOOD 

4. 1 The wood species identified 

All the wood from trenches 2 ( 1 98 1 ) ,  7 ( 1 964) 
and 8 ( 1 960) has been identified (table 1 ) .  In 

t he case of trench 2 two separate categories of 
wood are dist inguished; part of the wood 
found t here originates from the bog-fr inging 
fen wood ('natural forest') .  This was not used 
for bu ild ing the trackway. 

The wood species represented are Quercus , 
Tilia , Betula and A lnus . For each trench there 
are d ist inct d i fferences, that wi l l  be d iscussed 
in detail .  The wood species used all occur in 
the region  close to the trackway. Quercus was 
generally present, both on  the (cover-)sands 
and the boulder-clay soils as well as in  the 
h ighest part of the bog-fr inging forest. Tilia 
occurred mainly on  t he boulder-clay ridge, 
and would also have been present on  the 
poorer sandy soils. Betula was an i mportant 
component of the severely degraded forest on 
sand, but also grew in t he bog-fr inging forest ,  
i n  which A lnus predominated. 

Comparing the wood species ident ified 
with the pol len-a nalytical information (2. 1 . 1 . ) 
about the tree species present in these sur
roundings , it is evident that the bui lders of 
t he trackway restricted themselves to a relatively 
assortment . For further detai ls see 5 . 2. 1 .  

4 .2 .  The wood species for each t rench 

M ost of the wood constitutes the trackway
surface: the transversely lain logs. In the case 
of trench 2, as previously mentioned, also 
a subst ructure ,  consisting of longitud inally 
p laced tree-trunks, and surface-level l ing wood 
are d istinguished. The latter is made up of 
smaller e lements, that served to make trav
ell ing along the trackway more comfort
able. This surface-level l ing wood consists 
partly of bra nches, and partly of slabs . 
This d ivision made for trench 2 is shown 
in  table 2. The column headed 'trackway
surface logs' of this  t rench can be d irectly 
compared with the data of t renches 7 and 8 i n  

Table 1 .  Nieuw-Dordrecht. Wood identifications for trenches 2 ( 1 9 8 1 ), 7 ( 1964) and 8 (1960), together with the totals for these 
trenches. Here the identifications for the bog-fringing forest are not taken into consideration. 

Trench 2 ( 1 9 8 1) Trench 7 (1 964) Trench 8 (1 960) Trenches 2,  7, 8 
Bog-fringing forest The trackway The trackway The trackway The trackway 

N % N % N % N % N % 

Quercus 28 40.6 239 40. 0 37 10.7 276 26.2 
Tilia 1 0  1 . 7  1 0  1 . 0  
Betula 8 1 1 .6 254 42.6 20 5 . 8  2 1 .8  276 26.2 
A1mus 33 47 .8  94 1 5.7 289 83.5 107 9 8.2 490 46.6 

Total 69 597 346 109 1 052 
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Table 2. Nieuw-Dordrecht. Wood identifications for the cate-
gories distinguished for trench 2. 

Bog Trackway- Surface-levelling Sub-
fringing surface wool! structure 
forest logs Slabs Branches 
N % N % N % N % N % 

Quercus 28 40.6 176 42. 1 39 59.1 20 46.5 4 5 . 8  
Tilia 1 0  2.4 
Betula 8 1 1 .6 1 8 2  43.5 3 4.5 8 1 8.6 6 1  88.4 
Alnus 3 3  47.8 50 1 2. 0  24 36.4 15 34.9 4 5 . 8  

Total 69 4 1 8  6 6  4 3  69 

ta ble I .  I n t he discussion on  the wood 
catalogue these matters are dealt with in  more 
detai l .  

Trench 2 .  For the substructure Betula was 
used for t he most part , but also occasionally 
Quercus and A lnus . I n t he case of t he 
trackway-surface logs Quercus and Betula 
pred ominate, but also A lnus was regularly 
used . Noteworthy is the use of Tilia . The 
slabs, that were used to make that trackway
surface more even,  consisted almost exclu
sively of Quercus and Alnus ;  in addit ion 
branches of Quercus, Betula and A lnus were 
used . 

Trench 7. The proportion of Quercus and 
Betula is considerably less;  Tilia is  absent .  The 
most important tree species for t he trackway 
is now A lnus . 

Trench 8 .  H ere the trackway consists almost 
exclusively of A lnus ,  while Betula is very 
occasionally present . I n  addition to Tilia also 
Quercus is absent from this part of the 
trackway. 

The variable composition of the trackway 
in terms of wood species is a quest ion of wood 
choice, that to some extent is related to the 
supply of wood available. In the fol lowing 
sections we shall  deal with various aspects of 
this choice ,  with t he use of the wood and the 
way in which it was worked , and with a few 
technological aspects. 

4 .3 .  The use made of the wood : the substruc-
ture of trench 2 (fig. 1 7 ) 

Of these longitudinally p laced logs almost 
two-thirds have their t hick end towards the 
west,  from w hich direction 'the trackway was 

bui l t .  The distance between the logs varies 
quite considerably, and is mostly between 20 
and 50 cm. Fig. 26 shows a number of 
characteristic features of the logs' forming the 
substructure. The thick end of the logs varies 
from 4 to 14 cm; for two-thirds of the logs this 
is between 7 and 9 cm. The average diameter 
of the thick end is 8 cm, and of the thin end 4 
cm. The th innest top end measured 2 cm 
across, the t hickest 1 2  cm. Three-quarters of 
the logs had a top end between 3 and 5 cm 
thick. The variat ion in diameter is l inked 
rather closely to the length of the logs. 

From fig .  17 it is  evident that there is no  
regularity in  the  way in which the logs of t he 
substructure were laid down. Only in one 
place can a dist inct change in  style of 
construction be ascertained, namely at 25 m in 
trench 2. To the west of th is l ine most of the 27 
complete logs of the substructure (fig. 26) 
measure 1 -5 m in  length ;  only 2 logs are 
considerably longer: more than 7 m. In the 
eastern part of trench 2 most of the 32 logs are 
between 4 and 8 m long. 9 logs are shorter and 
I log is longer. I n  terms of method of 
construction the eastern part is somewhat 
more r'egular t han the western part (fig.  1 7) .  
The differences between the  two parts are to a 
considerable extent related to the quality of 
t he bog surface: in the western part t here are 
st i l l  a lot of stumps of the bog-fringing 
forest .  The more regular picture presented 
by the eastern part is not necessarily ind ica
tive of greater efficiency or a more systematic 
method of building, but could also be merely 
an adaptation to the less problematical state 
of t he peat-bog surface. 

For this substructure mainly remarkably 
thin,  relatively long trunks of Betula were 
used (table 2) . These trunks were presumably 
of little value for construct ive purposes , 
but they could be used effectively for the 
substructure. Maximum use was made of 
these tru'nks, i. e. they were felled immed iately 
above the roots, after which in fact only the 
branches of the canopy were removed . As 
mentioned previously, the thin end of the 
trunks was in many cases only a few 
centimetres th ick. I n  the case of two logs the 
th ick end was cut i n  the shape of a 'pencil 
point '. This phenomenon is dealt with more 
fully in the discussion about the trackway
surface logs. The use of Betula may have been 
determined . by technical reasons relating to 
transport; entire trees were used . Heavier 
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Fig. 26. Nieuw-Dordrecht 1981 (trench 2), several characteristics of the substructure wood. A. diameters of the topmost 
ends of the logs, in cm (average 4 cm); B. d iameters of the bottom ends of the logs in cm (average 8 cm); C. the length of 
the underlying timbers in metres in the western part of trench 2 (0-25 m); D. the length of the underlying timbers in 
metres in the eastern part of trench 2 (25-76 m). 

t imber of the same length would undoubtedly 
have been much more d ifficult to transport. 

The four A lnus l ogs are also slender trunks; 
t hey are al l  situated east of the construct ion 
change at 25 m .  For the su bstructure of the 
most western part of the trackway no A lnus 
was used, although it grew at this spot. 

The substructure elements of Quercus are in 
three cases probably branches, perhaps origi
nating from oaks present in the immed iate 
vicinity. In one case we find a very long, some
what th icker Quercus trunk,  which we assume 
to have come from the loca l bog-fringing 
forest .  Quercus was used as substructure 
only in the most western part of the track
way 

The Betula l ogs with a thick end of 7 cm or 
more (i.e. most of the logs) haJ reached an age 
of some 1 0-20 years. We assume tha� they did 
not grow on the peat-bog, but on  the open 
sandy soil, where conditions were favourable 
for rapid,  straight growth .  The wood showed 
no signs of having been damaged by insects, 
nor were there many traces of curl wood or 
other d iseases. The timber would have been 

cut down especially for constructing this 
substructure, and would have been worked as 
fresh-wood.  Presumably the alders that were 
used grew near the birches . 

The substructure logs to the east of t he 
construction change a t  25 m do not come 
from the same p lace as the substructure wood 
to the west of the construction change. This is 
indicated by t he d ifferences in  log length (fig. 
26) (and in  diameters) and the exclusive 
occurrence of A lnus east of the construct ion 
change and Quercus to  the west of th is  l ine.  
The construction change can t herefore be 
regarded as a boundary between two sepa
rately built parts of the trackway. The lengt h  
of these two separate units o f  the trackway 
could not be determined. 

4.4. The use made of t he wood: the trackway-
surface logs 

4.4. 1 .  Introduction 

The identificat ion results · for trenches 2 
( 1 98 1 ) ,  7 ( 1 964) and 8 ( 1 960) are shown In 
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tables I and 2. For trenches 7 and 8· all t he 
ident ified wood is ascribed to the trackway
surface logs. 

For a d iscussion of the wood species used 
for t rackway-surface logs and surface-level
ling wood the data that have been collected 
are presented in a wood catalogue (fig. 27) .  
Occasionally i t  was d ifficult  t o  distinguish 
clearly between trackway-surface logs and 
surface-levell ing wood , because some logs 
were distinctly shorter than ±2. 5  m (the 
width of the trackway surface) (3 .4. 3 . ) .  As a 
general rule th is d id  not  cause any insoluble 
pro blems, as t he surface-level l ing wood was 
a lmost always shorter than 1 . 5 m .  

4.4.2. Catalogue: the trackway-sw/ace wood 
of trench 2 (fig. 27) 

I n  t he wood catalogue the data that have been 
collected are presented in the serial order of 
the logs in  the trackway-surface. For trenches 
7 and 8 th is concerns only the species of wood 
present ; for trench 2- both trackway-surface 
logs arid surface-level l ing wood -this concerns 
a number of addit ional characterist ics. 

In fig. 27 t he wood catalogue of the surface
levelling wood of trench 2 is p laced right at t he 
top,  although this wood is discussed later 
(4 .5 ) .  The data are placed d irect ly above the 
trackway-surface logs of tre nch 2, between 
which the surface-levelling wood was found . 

The characterist ics that have been d is
tinguished are as fol lows : 

No. The logs are numbered from west to  east 
in this catalogue; only every tenth log is 
ind icated with a n umber. These are not the 
field numbers. The numbers of the surface
levell ing wood are not given .  

The wood species . For each of the four wood 
species there is a separate l ine; the wood 
species is indicated by means of a dot .  

Diameter . This  was measured near the thick 
end of the log, in  centimetres . This meas
urement thus ind icates approximately the 
original diameter of the tree. Usually the 
bark ha'd disappeared as a resu lt of clean ing 
the log in order to measure the diameter 
exactly. I lil th is way the optimal measurement 
was obtained for estimating the wood mass 
(5 .2 .2. ) .  As far as the cleft wood is concerned , 
the thickness that was measured is not always 

equivalent to the diameter of the trunk.  Apart 
from a few exceptions the cleft wood was from 
tree trunks that had been split in two, so the 
thickness measured sti l l  gives an approximate 
ind icat ion of the trunk diameter. 

Slow growth . A number 'of oaks have 
conspicuously narrow annual rings, ind icative 
of slow growth ,  that was however very 
regular. H ere we are concerned with trees that 
stood in rather dense forest stands .  Con
spicuously slow growth is ind icated by means 
of a small tree symbol .  

Cleft wood. A proportion of the trackway
surface logs consisted of cleft wood; in almost 
all cases this came from trunks of some 
thickness that had been split  in two (see 
above) . I n  the wood catalogue a solid 
semicircle indicates that the trackway-surface 
log is a cleft piece of wood . 

Top end. Some of the logs, in particular those 
of Quercus , consisted of smooth trunks; other 

Fig. 28.  The production of two trackway-surface logs 
from one tree-trunk. The lower log, without any traces of 
side-branches: base end. The upper log with side-bran
ches cut off: top end (Dutch: SpilSfUk). The base end could 
often be cleft into two logs. 
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logs had side-branches, ca refu lly cut off. The 
smooth logs were usually rat her large in 
d iameter. H ere we are concerned with (oak) 
trunks of sufficient length for them to  be cut 
into two parts (fig. 28). The lower smooth part 
is th us the base end , while t he upper part ,  
from which side branches of the canopy have 
been cut away, is cal led the top end . The latter 
is  ind icated by an S {Dutch: spilstuk ) .  This 
situation occurs in fact on ly with trees from a 
more or less dense forest . With free-stand ing 
trees branch formation also occurs at a lower 
level .  Such trees do however have a base end 
of the trunk, that  as  a general rule can be 
clearly dis t inguished from a top end . A 
proport ion of the base ends of Quercus 
consisted of cleft wood . I n  such cases one 
whole tree trunk can provide three trackway
su rface elements. 

'Pencil poin t '. M ost of  the p ieces of t imber 
had short, blunt points, a feature that is 
characteristic of the Neolithic and that indi
cates the use of stone axes for fell ing the 
trees . About thirty posts had at the thick end 
much longer , sharper points .  These were 
almost exclusively birch trunks.  These trees 
had clearly been fel led in a d ifferent way. We 
do not think that some other kind of axe, i.e. 
of metal ,  was used here, although the points 
concerned do indeed ind icate this possibility. 
The most probable explanation is that th is 
way of fe l l ing can be ascribed , as an ind ivid
ual characteristic, to the particular working 
pract ice of one or several wood-cutters, seeing 
that most of the soft wood ( Betula, A lnus )  did 
not have a 'pencil point '. These sharply 
pointed extremities of fe lled trunks are 
i nd icated in the catalogue by means of a 
separate symbol in the shape of a pencil point .  

The su bareas, in which the wood catalogue 
can be subdivided per t rench on the basis of 
the origin of the wood, are ind icated by 
capital letters. 

4 .4. 2. I . General remarks concerning the "Yood 
The selected t h icknesses: M ost of the logs are 
between 1 0  and 25 cm thick. This points to a 
certain selection procedure as regards trunk 
t hickness, although no clear preference is 
evident for apy part icular t hickness. 70 logs 
are thinner t han 1 0  cm; 24 logs have a 
d iameter that is greater than 25 cm. Within 
the range of 1 0-25 cm diameters of 1 5-20 cm 
predominate. 

The wood that is t hicker than 20 cm is 
often cleft wood. This applies particularly to  
d iameters greater than  25 cm.  With such 
thicknesses we are usually concerned with 
tree-trunks that also could be cut into a base 
end and a top end . These measurements apply 
to trunks without bark; for oaks-with a bark 
th ickness of I cm-the thicknesses given in t he 
wood catalogue should be increased by 2 cm 
to  obtain values that are directly comparable 
to trees with bark; for birch and alder this 
addi t ional thickness is 1 -2 cm. 

Only in a l imited number of cases were t he 
annual rings counted to ascertain the age of 
the trees t hat had been felled . M ost  of the 
oaks measuring 1 5-20 cm were 50-70 years 
old; birches of t he same diameter were mostly 
30-40 years old;  a lders measuring 1 5-20 cm 
varied in age from 20 to 50 years. Also a few 
considerably older trees were used ; i n  these 
cases exclusively cleft wood was concerned , 
see below. 

The processing of t he wood : The absence 
of insect damage in the wood , on which the 
bark is often st i l l  present, indicates the use of 
fresh t imber, that was undoubtedly felled 
specifically for this purpose. Only i n  one case 
was a log worm-eaten, on the u nderside. It is 
not clear whether a dead tree was used here, or 
whether t his is secondarily used wood .  Two 
logs form a clear except ion in another way: 
firstly no .  39, a slab of Betula, with traces of  
burning on  the underside. The  t runk thickness 
of t his tree must have been more than 75 cm. 
Secondly t here is no. 4 1 2, a slab of Quercus , 
of which the trunk thickness of t he tree must 
have been a t  le at 1 25 cm. The pieces of wood 
had rotten to an extreme degree. Both p ieces 
are u ndoubtedly refuse from wood-working 
activities elsewhere. In the case of the p iece of 
oak-wood we think th is may have been left 
over after the manufacture of a d isc-wheel, for 
which trees with a diameter of more than I m 
are requ ired . Two logs show traces of burning 
(nos. 376 and 378),  in  both cases at the thick 
end. We think it is possible that this is the 
resu lt of a forest fire and not of the use of fire 
in the peat-bog at the t ime when the trackway 
was being bui l t .  

The preparation of the tree-trunks t o  make 
trackway-surface logs did not take place on 
the peat;  during t he excavation no traces of 
wood cutting activities (chips, shavings, etc .)  
were found .  The process of cleaving the 
wood always produced good surfaces .  No 
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connecting devices for wood (pegs and holes, 
tongue-and-groove jo ints) were found . Evi
dently there was no need for these; this is 
also an indication of the use of timber fel led 
especially for th is purpose. 

The order in which the various species 
of wood were found in the trackway-surface 
(fig. 27) indicates that no supply-depot of 
wood was involved here, but that t he trees 
were worked into trackway-surface logs 
immediate ly after t hey were fel l ed  (by  
removing side-branches, and by cleaving or  
cutting the wood to the required length where 
necessary), a fter which t hese logs were 
transported straightaway to  the trackway, 
presumably in t he form of loads of several 
l ogs. Loads of large numbers of logs would 
have been impossible to transport on account 
of the great weight. Addit iona l  evidence for 
the supposition that we are concerned here 
with as  it  were a s ingle processing system of 
labour (fel l ing, removing branches and cutting 
to the right length, cleaving, transport) is the 
occurrence in small groups of a few other 
characteristic features of the wood: slow 
growth, long trunks, the j oint  occurrence of 
top ends and (cleft) base ends of trunks of 
trees that apparently grew toget her in the 
same p lace, t he presence of 'pencil points'. 

The quality of the wood: The wood showed 
only few traces of curl wood or other d iseases. 
Frost scars on the wood were absent.  We may 
assume that the fores,ts that were exploited for 
the supply of t imber had already been quite 
severely degraded (see further on) ,  but were 
nevertheless in a healthy state. This also 
applies to the forests on poorer soil .  The 
absence of frost scars could also be ascribed to 
mild winters with less severe frost. ,The change 
in climate that is thought to have occurred c. 
2000 B. C. (Casparie, 1 972) would therefore be 
a matter not o nly of increased precipitation, 
but also a decline in  (winter) temperature. 

For a number of oaken logs it  was possible 
to ascertain remarkably slow growth .  This 
phenomenon part ly goes together with greater 
trunk length .  Here we are concerned with 
timber that o�iginated from fa irly to extreme
ly dense forest .  

As previously stated , some of the birch 
t imber had been felled in such a way t hat 
'pencil points '  were produced . This way of 
fell ing, that is remarkable for the Neolithic, 
was possible here because birch-wood is fairly 
soft .  To what extent the presence or absence 

of pointed ends produced in this way is 
directly connected with d ifferences in  hard
ness of the birch-wood is difficult to ascer
tain.  In any case the logs with 'pencil points'  
were not in a poorer state of preservation 
than the rest of the birch t imber.  We think i t  
most probable that  individual d ifferences in 
the working method of wood-cutters are in
volved here . 

4 .4 .2 .2 .  The choice and use of the wood 
The trackway was built from the west towards 
t he east . As we can assume that the process of 
convert ing standing trees into elements of the 
trackway took place as a series of immediately 
consecutive activities, the wood catalogue 
provides i nformation ,  from left to right, about 
the choice of wood and any changes therein. 

From a large number of tree species that 
were available, as is evident from the pol len
analytical information (2 . 1 .  I . ) ,  four were 
used , of which Quercus and Betula predom
inate in trench 2. The frequent occurrence 
of the latter species indicates that the durabi
lity of the wood did not p lay any predominant 
role . Looking over the wood catalogue of 
trench 2 (fig. 27), for the nos .  24 1 -242 (36-
37 m) ,  a clear transit ion in the use of wood 
can be ascertained. I n  the western part ( 1 -36  
m) Betula pred ominates ; .  in  the eastern part 
(37-75 m) Quercus. This distinct change in 
the choice of wood is accompanied by a 
number of other changes , that will  be discus
sed more fu lly further on. As explana
tion for this change we assume that in the 
first place extensive birch stands aged 20-
40 years were made use of before changing 
over to the exploitation of oaks. These birch
stands were undoubtedly t he result of the 
wide-scale clearance activit ies in this region, 
after which birches had the opportunity to 
spread on fallow arable soil or deforested soi l .  
This may have been the previously mentioned 
la rge-scale clearance, that can be dated c. 2200 
B.C. (2 .2. 1 . ) .  

The oaks in the  eastern part of trench 2 
(37-75 m) are of somewhat greater age, often 
some 50-70 years. They could originate partly 
from forest regeneration, e.g. on abandoned 
pasture, and partly from natural forest, that 
was of course already degraded.  We shall deal 
with this aspect more fully further on.  The 
oaks are on  average somewhat thicker than 
the birches� the greater weight of the oaken 
logs would undoubtedly have necessitated a 
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different approach to the task of trans
portation compared with the birch logs. 

Notable features of the oak logs include the 
fairly frequent occurrence of cleft wood and 
use of top ends. This indicates an efficient use 
of wood. 

4.4.2.3. Origin of the wood 
The direct processing of standing trees into 
trackway-surface logs implies that the track
way-surface contains 'work units', that are 
to be found in the wood catalogue. In the 
first place it remains an open question 
whether these were units in time (e. g. daily 
production), in transport, or human pro
duction. From these units the forest compo
sition cannot be directly deduced, as by 
far not all tree species were made use of for 
building the trackway. Nevertheless it is 
possible to get some idea of the state of the 
forest, especially regarding the degradation of 
the forest and the type of soil (figs. 3 and 7). 
Here we assume that Quercus occurred both 
on sand and on boulder-clay, and that it 
was not absent from the bog-fringing forest. 
It probably also occurred on abandoned, 
fertile pasture. In this type of soil Quercus 
germinates well, better than in fallow ara
ble soil. Tilia would have been present main
ly on boulder-clay. Betula grew especially 
as the first phase of forest regeneration 
on abandoned fields; in addition it oc
curred-sparsely-in the bog-fringing forest. 
In this forest A In us predominated. The 
pollen-analytical results provide information 
on the tree species present in this region (2.1.). 
Here we shall not go further into the aspect of 
forest composition on the basis· of this 
information (5.2.). 

We presume that the trees were felled in the 
first place at as short a distance away as 
possible from the planned course of the 
trackway, to avoid (unnecessary) transport 
problems. Felling was not done exclusively to 
meet the needs of building the trackway, as we 
can see from the choice of wood for the 
surface-levellers (4.5); we therefore assume 
that those parts of the forest that were being 
cleared were maximally exploited, i. e. felling 
activities resulted in (local) deforestation. 

For this discussion we have divided the 
wood catalogue of trench 2 into 10 sections, 
that are discussed here from left to right, as it 
were following the construction of the 
trackway (fig. 27). 

A. Very severely degraded forest, possibly on 
or near boulder-clay; possibly an abandoned 
field, where Betula was able to expand 
considerably, not very far from the margin of 
the bog. Log no. 39, a slab of Betula, width 46 
cm, is undoubtedly refuse from (other) wood
cutting activities. Some of the birches and 
alders have 'pencil points', possibly indicating 
the work of an individual wood-cutter. 

B. Here too a severely degraded forest, but 
possibly not in the immediate vicinity of the 
boulder-clay ridge; not very far away from the 
margin of the bog. The groups of oaks could 
have been forest remnants between the field 
complexes, whereby birch became established 
on the abandoned fields. Here too are birches 
and alders with 'pencil points'. Possibly both 
species of tree grew together in one and the 
same forest. The oaks with top-end char
acteristics could have been free-standing trees, 
for cleft oak timbers are almost completely 
absent here. 

C. The original forest must have previously 
disappeared here for the most part or 
completely. The spread of birch was probably 
not located in the neighbourhood of the 
boulder-clay ridge, but not close to the margin 
of the peat-bog either. The group of oaks (nos. 
138,14 1,144, 145) may have been a boundary 
dividing fields. Some of the birches and an 
alder have a 'pencil point'. 

D. Largely depleted original forest, replaced 
by birch, close to the margin of the bog. The 
few oaks-that show top-end characteristics
may come from a boundary dividing fields. 

E. Spread of birch on abandoned arable land 
or possibly part of the bog-fringing forest of 
birches and alders, with a few oaks. 

F. Spread of birch on abandoned arable, 
presumably close to the bog-fringing forest, in 
which alders were present. 'Pencil points' 
predominate with birches as well as alders. 
Therefore one single felling activity of a 
restricted working area is presumably repre
se nted here. 

Betweeh A-F on the one hand and G-J on the 
other the differences are so great, particularly 
a sharp transition regarding .the choice of 
wood, that G-J clearly must have resulted from 
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other felling activities and possibly also other 
forests. 

G. A stretch of generally dense forest, on or 
very close to the boulder-clay ridge, not close 
to the margin of the peat-bog. In a few places 
the forest may already have been degraded. 
This was presumably not the original forest. 
Some of the oaks show slow growth; this 
together with the other features such as 
regular, straight, long trunks is possibly 
indicative of forest regeneration on fairly 
fertile soil, some 50-70 years before these trees 
were felled. 

H. Dense oak forest, very similar to that of G, 
i.e. trees 50-70 years old, partly cleft, partly 
consisting of top ends and to some extent also 
having grown remarkably slowly. All the trees 
almost certainly come from the same place, 
not the original forest, but forest regeneration 
on fairly fertile soil (possibly boulder-clay), 
not close to the margin of the bog. 

I. Forest possibly corresponding to G and H, 
but then already degraded; not close to the 
margin of bog. 

J. To some extent (nos. 390-403) a possibly 
not yet degraded oak-lime forest on or near 
boulder-clay"in the vicinity of the margin of 
the bog, with relatively many thinner trees. 
Originating from a different place than the 
wood of su bareas H and I. Nos,. 404-418 are 
on average somewhat thicker; presumably not 
in the vicinity of the bog-fringing forest, felled 
in an oak-lime forest that had not yet been 
degraded. No. 412, a slab, Quercus, 62 cm 
wide, is undoubtedly refuse from other felling 
activities, possibly from the manufacture of a 
disc-wheel, as mentioned previously. 
As far as the choice of wood and origin of the 
wood are concerned, the subareas A-E show 
that the first trees to be used were birches, the 
first phase of forest regeneration on aban
doned arable, that was generally not very 
far away from the margin of the bog. The 
subareas F-I indicate the felling of forest that 
was. much less degraded and/ or open, 
presumably on better soil, not very close to 
the edge of the bog. In subarea J wood is 
present, that to some extent grew closer to the 
edge of the bog, and to some extent 
corresponds with that of subareas G and H. 
Wood refuse is only used as an exception. 

Apart from this exception, trackway-sur
face elements of very thick, very old trees 
are lacking. The original forest may already 
have been almost completely felled, so the 
wood found here, with the exception of Alnus 
and to some extent Betula, comes from the 
secondary forest. 

4.4.3. Catalogue: the trackway-sUI/ace wood 
of trench 7 

4.4..3.1. General remarks concerning the 
wood 

The identification results are given in table 1; 
for the wood catalogue see fig. 27. The way in 
which this has been put together is explained 
in 4.4.2. 

The selected thicknesses: From the exca
vation drawing (fig. 16) it can be deduced 
that most of the logs have a trunk thickness 
between 10 and 25 cm, and that especially 
diameters between 15 and 20 cm predomi
nate, corresponding exactly to the situation 
in trench 2. Some of the wood was cleft, 
mainly the thicker logs, though this was not 
systematically recorded. Here too the bark 
was still present in many cases. No counts of 
annual rings were made, but broadly speaking 
the wood does not differ from that of trench 2. 

The processing of the wood: Here too, just 
as we were able to ascertain for trench 2, fresh 
wood was used, that was immediately 
processed. J oints to connect the wood were 
lacking, while this was nevertheless necessary 
for a functional trackway surface, in view of 
the limited carrying capacity of the peat-bog 
surface (Casparie, 1972). At the extremities of 
these logs the traces of felling were still clearly 
visible; it was not ascertained whether the 
trees had been felled with 'pencil points'. We 
may assume that the wood was processed in 
the same way as is indicated for trench 2. 

The quality of the wood: This was in 
principle equivalent to what we were able to 
ascertain for trench 2. However, also a few 
distinctly misshapen, bent trunks were used, 
particularly of Alnus. The state of preser
vation of the wood found here was better 
than that of the wood of trench 2. Neverthe
less it was not possible to ascertain any more 
details of the wood processing. 

4.4.3.2. The choice and use of the wood 
Alnus with c. 83% (table 1) is the most 
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important type of wood for this part of the 
trackway; i n  addition Quercus and Betula 
were used , t hough to a much lesser extent. 
H ere too the durability of the wood eviden t ly 
p layed no (important) role in  t he choice of 
wood. 

From the wood catalogue of trench 7 (fig .  
27) it is evident that Quercus and Betula are 
present mainly i n  the western part of the 
t rench ( log nos .  1 -75; 1 - 1 8  m); i n  the 
remaining part Alnus occurs almost ex clu
sively. We explain this by assuming that 
here we have t he point  at which the available 
forest on  the h igher soils- that was a lready 
severely degraded -was exhausted . Now all  
t hat was left as a supply of wood for the 
trackway was the bog-fr inging forest, in which 
A lnus was the most important tree. H owever, 
as we can see from the wood composition of 
trench 2 (table 2) , this forest was in use almost 
since the beginning of the construction of t he 
trackway. 

No further data were collected concerning 
the age of t he timber. The occurrence of cleft 
wood-also' A lnus - points to the presence of 
rather thick trees in the bog-fringing forest, 
and to an efficient use of wood, as we have 
also ascertained for trench 2. 

4.4. 3 . 3 .  Origin of the wood 
In the same way as the characteristic features 
of trench 2 have been presented here too the 
fol lowing remarks can be made, following the 
construction  of the t rackway from west to east 
(fig. 27). 

K. A lready degraded forest, close to the bog
fri nging forest, possibly even from the h igher 
p art of the Alnus-rich bog-fringing forest, in  
which Quercus and Betula also occur .  I n  this 
case we are not concerned with the expansion 
of birch on abandoned fields .  

L. Transition from the oak-rich forest on  
cover-sand to the  bog-fringing forest, t hough 
not yet trees actually growing on the peat-bog 
surface. 

M. Bog-fringing forest ,  consisting mainly of 
A lnus ,  with a few oaks and birches here and 
there, certainly growing on peat-bog soil  but 
presumabl») not on the very wet bog surface. 

N. Bog-fringing forest, consisting almost 
exclusively of A lnus , wit h l i t t le Betula , and 

where Quercus no longer occurs. Almost 
cert ainly on very damp to wet peat-bog soil . 

As far as the choice of wood and its origin are 
concerned, subareas K and L indicate that the 
forest on the higher sandy soils became used 
up; forest on boulder-c lay was not used here. 
Whether the forest was severely degraded at 
the spots where K and L were fel led is d ifficult 
to say. It cannot be excluded that the soil here 
was u nsuitable for agriculture (too wet). 

Subareas M and N indicate the exploitation 
of the bog-fringing forest ,  and then not 
exclusively that part where the trees a re still 
rooted in the mineral soil, but also the forest 
growing on the peat-bog, where the soil was 
very damp. This bog-fringing forest had not 
been cleared previously; the first deforestation 
took p lace for the purposes of building the 
trackway. Neither very thick,  very old trees 
nor  wood-working refu se was used for 
building th is part of the trackway. 

4 .4.4.  Catalogue: the trackway-sUlface wood 
of trench 8 

4.4.4. I .  General remarks concerning the 
wood 

The identification results are given in table I ;  
for the wood catal ogue see fig. 27. The way in 
which this has been put together is explained 
in 4 .4 .2 .  

The selected th icknesses: H ere too, as for 
trench 7, it can be ded uced from the exca
vat ion drawing (fig. 1 6 ) ,  that most of the 
logs have trunk thick nesses of 1 0-25 cm, but 
that thicknesses of 1 5-20 cm pred ominate. 
Some of the wood was cleft; it was not exactly 
noted which logs were involved . Evidently 
there were st i l l  t hick trees available for 
build ing the trackway. 

In general the picture that has been outlined 
for trenches 2 and 7 is also appl icable to 
trench 8 .  

The process ing of the wood : We assume 
that for building th is part of the trackway too 
fresh wood was used , that was processed 
straight away. This cannot be concluded on 
the basis of the wood composition, but the 
presence of bark on many logs and the 
absence of j oints connecting the wood are 
indicat ive of this .  

The quality of the wood: This was not 
different to what has been ascertained for 
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trenches 2 and 7 .  N o  unusual phenomena were 
observed,  such as the abu ndant use of 
misshapen trunks. 

4.4.4.2.  The choice and use of the wood 
A lnus was found almost exclusively (table 1 ) . 
We assume that this is not  a matter of a 
selection made from different ' ty pes of wood, 
but that the bog-fringing forest was the only 
forest sti l l  available for the trackway. The 
pollen diagrams (figs . 4-6) do not support this 
assumption however. I n  view of the presence 
of cleft wood , the material was indeed used 
efficiently. Alders that grow close together 
have only few branches and a small canopy. 
They are therefore easy to cut down and 
process fur ther. 

4.4.4 . 3 .  Origin of the wood 
In the same way as the characteristic features 
of trench 2 have been presented , here too the 
following remarks can be made (fig. 27) .  

0. Bog-fri nging forest ,  consist ing almost 
exclus ively of A lnus but only very l itt le 
Betula, on very damp to wet peat-bog soi l .  

I t  is  clear that here exclusively the bog
fringing forest was exploi ted for build ing this 
part of the trackway. This forest with a width 
of 50- 1 00 m,  had not  been exploited prior to 
the construction of the t rackway. 

4 . 5 .  The use made of the wood: the surface-
levell ing wood 

The presence of this was initia l ly ascertained, 
as stated previously, only in trench 2; from 
reconsiderat ion of trenches 7 and 8 it is clear 
that th is finishi ng-off activity was practised 
over the entire (known) length of the track
way. The discussion here is limited to the 
surface-level l ing wood of trench 2, see in this 
connect ion table 2 with t he identification 
results and t he wood catalogue (fig. 27) that fit 
in together with those of the trackway-surface 
wood of trench 2 .  

In  as  far as round-wood was used, a l l  the 
local ly avai lable  wood was in  pr incip le  
suitable; t here i s  therefore no question of any 
selection of  wood.  With the s lab-wood the 
situation is  different ,  al though no convincing 
p icture can be gained on account of t he 
l imited numbers of such p ieces of wood. 
Nevertheless t he i nformation indicates that 
square beams were made out of oak and alder 
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Fig. 29. Nieuw-Dordrecht 1 98 1  (trench 2), a few 
characteristics of the levelling wood. A. diameters of the 
branches used as levelling wood, in cm (average 8 cm); B. 
width of a number of slabs (average 10 cm). 

trunks with diameters of more than 25 cm; 
probably as much as c. 35 cm. This wood was 
not  present in  the trackway, which suggests 
that other fell ing activities took place in this 
region apart from t hose concerned with 
providing wood for bui ld ing the trackway. 

I n  fig .  29 t he range of t hickness of t he 
surface-level l ing wood is shown, as far as 
this could be well determined . The average 
thickness of t he branches is 8 cm. From 
several slabs with a width of 1 0- 1 4  cm it  has 
been established that t he trees from which 
t hey came had a diameter of 25 cm or more. 

Also t hese slabs were used in a fresh 
condition, indicating that the fe lling acti
vities took place at the same t ime as the 
construct ion of the trackway. Settlement 
traces of the PFB culture,  e.g. in  the form of 
ground-plans of houses, are not known for 
Nieuw-Dordrecht . In v iew of the restricted 
occurrence of birch slabs, Betula was possibly 
not used very much for construction purposes . 

This d istinct change in  the choice of wood 
for the trackway-surface logs of trench 2, log 
nos .  239/ 240 (transit ion from F-G) (fig.  27) ,  
does ' not coincide with any conspicuous 
change in the surface-levelling wood . I n  
t he subareas H a nd I exclusively Quercus 
slabs are present however. Possibly there is 
nevertheless some connect ion with the pre-
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dominant selection of Quercus for the 
trackway-surface timbers in subareas G and 
H,  in the sense that the s lab-wood refuse 
comes from the same forest complexes where 
the timbers of G and H were felled, but that 
the slab-wood became available somewhat 
later for the building of the trackway. A sort 
of 'delayed reaction', because the wood 
concerned had to undergo at least one stage 
more of processing. In that case the trees for 
the square posts, that were not used for the 
trackway, were fel led in the same forest 
complexes as the trackway-surface logs of G 
and H .  The associated P FB-settlement, if such 
indeed existed, could the n  have been s ituated 
very close to the wooden trackway. 

5 .  INTEGRATION AND DISCUSSION 

5 . 1 .  Destination, function and length of the 
trackway 

5. 1 . 1 .  The possible destination 

The destination of the trackway, that is to say 
a distinct end-point to which the trackway 
leads, was not found, as already stated in 2.4. 
We assume, however, that this construction of 
the trackway was a planned activity, with the 
aim of reaching a certain destination.  To what 
extent can all  the data that have been collected 
give us some idea of the intended destination 
of the trackway? And which destinations can 
we exclude? 

In  the first p lace, we cannot exclude the 
possibility that here an uncompleted trackway 
is concerned, thus, without any 'demonstrable' 
destination. The fact that a trackway wide 
eno'Jgh for wheeled traffic was built instead of 
for example a footpath that was easier to 
make could be an argument for an  uncom
pleted construction. All the more so because 
the trackway was not i ntended to give access 
across only the especially wet lagg zone 
of c. 1 00 m width. A nother argument in 
favour of an uncompleted trackway is the 
absence of any repairs to or ( later) modi
ficat ions of the construction system, that 
was definitely not an adequate one for this 
peat-bog. " 

If we assume that the trackway had a more 
or less straight course, then t he probable 
destination  a rea is the vicinity of the cover
sand ridge, the Runde and bog iron-ore areas 

" A and B (figs. 7 and 1 0) .  I f  we also assume 
that the trackway represents a completed 
piece of work, of which we have not found the 
l ast part and end-point, then we can say with 
certainty that the other side of the peat-bog, 
that lay c .  1 3  km further east, could not have 
been the destination .  As stated previously, no  
traces of the trackway have ever been found in  
the peat to the east of  the cover-sand ridge 
(Postwegrug) . Nor have any traces of it been 
found in the peat that overlies the cover-sand 
ridge (figs. 7 and 1 0) .  The sand-ridge itself, as  
we have a lready seen ,  was certainly not the 
d€stination of the trackway, as  this had been 
overgrown by peat already 1 000 years earlier 
(2.4. 1 . ) . The peat-bog was very wet at this spot 
(2.2. 1 . ), so this area too could not have 
determ"ined the d irection of the trackway as a 
somewhat drier, more attractive i ntermediate 
section of  the route. Also o n  account of  the 
absence of ridges further east or southeast into 
the peat-bog, i t  is clear that the Postwegrug 
cannot have been intended as part of a larger ,  
through-going route. We cannot imagine that 
the trackway was intended as a passage-way 
through the bog to get to the Runde. We 
have already demonstrated (2 .4. 3.) that there 
was nothing to be found there .  From the 
d istribution of bog finds (fig. 1 0) o ne gets the 
i mpress ion  that the p ea t-bog i tse lf  had 
material or spots that could have served as a 
destination .  The iron-ore spots A and B (fig.  
1 0) a re the first things that should be 
considered as  a possible destination (2.4 .2.) .  
The peat-bog finds 1 4- 1 7  can be correlated , in 
terms of situation,  with the p resence of  bog 
iron-ore : the seepage centre B .  Unfortunately, 
in most cases the presence of this role ore is 
not mentioned in  the description (2. 3 . 3 .) .  No. 
1 7, and also nos.  1 2  and 1 5  do  nevertheless 
indicate that people were familiar with bog 
iron-ore in the Neolithic and EBA. The 
trackway could then have been intended to 
reach iron-ore a rea A.  

Landweer ( 1 9 1 2) mentions the occurrence 
of wood remains, possibly peat-bog track
ways, close to area A.  The location can be 
fai rly well indicated (fig. 1 0) .  in  the case of 
a, XIX ( Bou), we a re concerned with a 
wooden construction that is reminiscent i n  
many ways of a trackway like that of Nieuw
Dordrecht, but then somewhat wider and with 
supporting timbers lying longitudinally under 
the trackway-surface wood, as found on ly in  
our trenches I ,  2 .  and 3 .  The depth given by 
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Landweer does not exclude a Neolithic o r  
EBA dating, but there i s  b y  no means any 
certainty about this. Landweer ascertained a 
north-south orientation.  This does not only 
clearly deviate from the trackway of Nieuw
Dordrecht, trenches 1 -9, but as  an extension  
of this trackway i t  would be more or less a 
bend i n  a backward d irection;  this seems not  
very probable to  us .  Therefore we do  not  
consider Landweer 's observation to be  part of 
the trackway ·  of Nieuw-Dordrecht .  It  is  
possibly a p latform, that in our opinion must 
be seen exclusively in  relation to  the bog iron
ore . Such a destination cannot be excluded for 
a trackway, but there is n o  j ustifiable reason 
for regarding t he Neolithic trackway of 
Nieuw-Dordrecht as a supply route or way of 
access to Landweer 's p latform a .  As for the 
iron-ore a rea A, however, we can regard this 
as  a p ossible point of a ttraction that led 
people to penetrate the bog already in the 
Neolithic or  the E B A .  Concerning the 
construction indicated near b ,  XX (Bou) (fig. 
1 0) Landweer merely mentions that it has a 
different d irect ion.  

On  the basis of t he bog finds it is very well 
possible that also the iron-ore a rea B (fig. 1 0) 
was exploited or entered at the time when the 
trackway was i n  use. Nevertheless we do not  
see this  spot  as destination of the trackway, as 
the greater part of the route must then have 
existed without a wooden trackway-surface. 
In  the area of  peat between the iron-ore 
locations A and B, to the north of the 
overgrown Postwegrug, no  traces of the 
trackway have been found .  

The presence of ritual p laces or structures i n  
this peat-bog region cannot be  excluded. The 
location of the disc-wheel of Smeulveen, bog 
find no .  5 (2 . 3 . 3 . ;  fig 1 0) ,  is a strong ind ication 
of the existence of such sites; the ritual 
structure that can be dated to the M BA,  
near Bargeroosterveld , c .  2 . 5  km NNW of  
the  Nieuw-Dordrecht trackway (Waterbolk & 
Van Zeist, 1 9 6 1 ), bears witness to the rever
ence in which bogs were held . I n  neither 
case is there any connection between the ritual 
phenomenon and a wooden trackway through 
the bog. M oreover this also applies to most of 
the other bog finds that can be interpreted 
with certainty as  being of ritual s ignificance. 

I n  the peat-bog region of Southeast Dren
the no  single i nd ication has been found of 
any ritual structure or p lace that could have 
served as destination of the trackway. On the 

basis of our data it is only possible to exclude 
a number of p otent ia l  dest inat ions ;  no 
justifiable statement can be made about the 
possible or probable end-point of this track
way. 

5 . 1 . 2. The possible function 

Especial ly since the end-point of the trackway 
is not known, t here seems to be little sense i n  
making any statements about its possible 
function.  Nevertheless, with regard to its 
function a few points can be made: 

If the trackway was intended to p rovide 
access to another area, if possible by making 
use of more passable parts of the peat-bog 
surface, then the construction of a wide 
trackway-suitable for wheeled traffic-can be 
seen as an obvious approach. For this wood 
facilitate the use of a wide range of possible 
ways of transport. I n  the above we have 
a lready argued ( 5 . 1 . 1 . ) that this connecting 
function is by no means l ikely. I n  that case we 
would be concerned with an u ncompleted 
trackway. 

Supposing that one of the iron-ore areas, 
and then in p articular area A (fig. 1 0) ,  was the 
destination of t he trackway, then it may be 
assumed that the trackway was intended to 
serve mainly for the transport of iron-ore. The 
construction of such a wide trackway would 
t hen be remarkable. For the transport of bog 
iron-ore a footpath would have been suffi
ciently wide,  as is clearly i l lustrated by the 
two Bronze Age footpaths north of t he 
Nieuw-Dordrecht trackway (Casparie, 1 978) .  
I f  i n  Neolithic times people in  Southeast 
Drenthe were already familiar with the 
technique of iron production-and for this 
there is no  direct evidence- then the material 
could only have been processed in very small 
quantit ies at most. For the t ime being we 
doubt whether the technology was then 
a lready available for producing a temperature 
of c .  600" C under reducing conditions.  Such a 
temperature is necessary for the production of 
iron from this k ind of o re .  

We may assume that the  material was 
familiar to the builders of the wooden 
trackway of N ieuw-Dordrecht and/ or their 
contemporaries l iving in  the neighbourhood. 
This is indicated for example by the bog finds 
1 2, 1 5  and 1 7, (2. 3 . 3 . ;  fig. 1 0) .  H owever, the 
occurrence of this ore cannot simply explain 
the construction of a trackway wide enough 
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for wheeled trafffic, precisely from the point 
at which our t rackway begins.  

The bog iron-ore is present in the peat as a 
yellowish-white, greasy substance in reduced 
form; if i t  is exposed to t he air, then i t  oxidizes 
in  about t hree weeks to a conspicuously 
i ntensely coloured orange-red material, that 
turns into a powder when dried . Colouring 
agents are known to  have been used long 
before the Neolithic. For th is reason we 
cannot completely exclude the possibility that 
t his bog iron-ore was indeed dug up, but then 
for the purpose of producing colouring 
matter. H owever, t here is no d irect evidence 
pointing in this d irection .  

The p ossibility that  the trackway had a 
ritual funct ion certainly cannot be dis
regarded . Van der Waals ( 1 964: pp.  47-50 )  
indicates for example t h e  presence of two 
wooden hafts, bog finds nos.  3 (fig. 1 2) and 4 
(fig. 1 4) ,  j us t  u nder the . trackway-surface 
(2 .3 .3 . ) .  I n  this opinion these objects can only 
h a ve be e n  d e p o s i t ed i nt e n t i o n a l ly .  W e  
consider i t  possible, however, that they could 
have been mislaid when the trackway was 
being bui l t ,  partly because also fragments of 
hafts have been found .  Apart from this point 
we are able to  fol low Van der Waals ' 
argumentation completely: peat-bog often 
had a ritual function  a lready in the Neolithic.  
This is emphasized by the many TRB hoard 
finds t hat have been made i n  raised bogs 
(Bakker, 1 979). 

I n  our investigations we have not tound any 
concrete i ndications of a ritual function of the 
trackway, nevertheless t he curious mode of  
construct ion-a wide t rackway for wheeled 
t raffic, that certainly did not lead to any other 
inhabited a rea-can be viewed as a p ossible 
indication of a non-fu nctional, ritual p urpose 
of t he t rackway ( 5 . 3 . 1 .  and 5 . 3 . 2. ) .  

5 . 1 . 3 .  The possible length 

The length that we are able to establish with 
certainty is c. 800 m (trenches 1 -9) (3 . 1 . ; figs . 
1 0  and 1 5) .  The t rackway was somewhat 
longer. To the east of t rench 9, in  the course of 
peat-digging activit ies over some ten years 
wood that was part of the trackway was 
found,  as it turned out from our enquiries. 
This makes it probable that the trackway must 
have been a good 1 000 m long or sl ightly 
longer. This was confirmed to a certain extent 
fol lowing later enquiries, in the years 1 98 1  and 

1 982 (pers. comm . ,  M rs.  A . F. Smith) .  
If we assume that the function of the 

trackway was to facilitate the t ransport of 
iron-ore from spot A to the H ondsrug, then 
the trackway would have been c. 1 500 m long 
(Landweer's spot a) .  The trackway would then 
have fol lowed a dist inct bend, that would have 
been a good deal sharper than t he gentle 
bends known to us at present. For the purpose 
of calcu lation of the amounts of wood used 
( 5 . 2. 2. )  we assume two possible lengths : 1 000 
m (minimal) and 1 500 m (possibly maximal) .  

5 . 2. The use of the forest for build ing the 
trackway 

5 . 2. 1 . The wood species available 

The pol len d iagram of N ieuw-Dordrecht (fig. 
6) taken from Van Zeist ( 1 959) informs us 
which woods were present in  t his region. M ost 
of these species were not used for building t he 
trackway. M any of the types indicated by Van 
Zeist do  not have (suitable) stems or trunks 
and moreover do not occur abundantly: 
Myrica, Humulus, Frangula, Rhamnus, 
Rubus, Lonicera, Hedera, Viscum. Pinus 
grew only here and t here on the peat-bog. 
Salix, Popu/us, Ilex, Acer, Sorbus and Taxus 
occurred only sparsely in the degraded forest .  
The last two species were actually made use 
of, i. a. for hafts, as is shown by the finds of 
these in  trenches 8 and I ,  respect ively (figs. 1 2  
and 1 3) .  Ulmus and Fraxinus may well have 
been present initially in the forest on sand, but 
the repeated interference since c .  3000 B .C .  
presumably resulted in the  d isappearance o f  
these species here. They occurred abu ndantly 
on the boulder-clay ridge, c. 1 . 5 km and 
further to the northwest of the starting-point 
of  the trackway (fig. 7) .  The absence of these 
wood species in  the trackway could mean that 
w o o d  fo r b u i l d i n g  t he t ra ckway was 
t ransported over a distance of less than 1 . 5 
km.  To what extent Ulmus also occurred in 
t he Tilia-rich forest is difficult  to say, but this 
forest was not intensively exploited for the 
t rackway. Fagus and in particu lar Carpinus 
were at most very rarely present in t he 
neighbourhood of N ieuw-Dordrecht c. 2 1 00 
R C. ' 

Noteworthy is the absence of Corylus in the 
t rackway, al though hazelnut shells were found 
in  large numbers in various places between the 
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trackway-surface logs , and th is t rce - possibly 
to  some extent i n  the form of shrubs -was 
abundantly present in  th is region.  Admitted ly 
the quality of the wood is not good, but it is 
no worse than e.g. Betula. Corylus can expand 
well precisely in degraded forest ,  a l though i t  
needs somewhat richer so i l .  Possibly the 
abandoned fields on sand were nevert heless 
too poor.  But on t he somewhat richer soils ,  
t hat  were also present here as is shown by the 
occurrence of gl�oups of Quercus i n  trench 2, 
subareas G ,  H and J (fig. 27) . Corylus was 
certa in ly present .  H owever, t his may only 
have been in the form of shrubs, that would 
have been useless for build ing the t rackway. 
There is no single indicat ion of any other 
reason for not cutt ing  down Corylus for this 
trackway. 

5 . 2.2 .  Some remarks concerning the quantity 
of felled forest 

There is too l it t le  i nformation available for us 
to  be able to calculate with any degree of 
accuracy the size of the area of forest that was 
exploited for bui lding the trackway. Never
theless a rough idea can be given of the 
extent of the area of forest from which wood 
for the t rackway was taken, a lbei t  wi th much 
reserve. Our estimat ions are based on the 
following information.  

In  t he first p lace mainly forest on sand was 
felled (much Betula and Quercus) ;  the forest 
on boulder-clay was exploited much less 
intens ively (relat ively l i t t le Tilia) .  The sandy 
part of the ridge of N ieuw-Dordrecht covers c. 
250 ha; t he boulder-clay part with Tilia-rich 
forest is c. 1 00 ha in extent (figs . 3 and 7). The 
bog-fringing forest around the ridge mainly an 
Alnus carr, is some 50- 1 00 m (average 75 m) 
wide. The total length of th is belt  of forest 
around t he ridge is about 8 km. 

From trench 7 i t  is apparent , as far -as t he 
choice of wood is concerned, that after about 
700 m the builders of the t rackway used 
exclusively wood from t he a lder carr (4.4 . 3 . ) .  
This j us t ifies t he assumpt ion that ,  to  pu t  i t  
simply, no  wood from the  h igher sandy soils,  
i n  fact the ridge of Nieuw-Dordrecht ,  was 
available for the trackway. In other words: the  
forest be l t  t hat  had once been available here 
was now exhausted. This does not mean that  
t here was no wood present here any longer. 

From trench 2 it appears that  when t he 
trackway was being built ,  the first trees to  be 

felled were all stands of birches on abandoned 
fields, includ ing t he field boundaries with 
Quercus , after which oak of t he regenerat ing 
forest was used (4.4. 2 . ) .  I t  can be assumed that 
t he bui lders, in order to  avoid long transport 
routes, acquired t he wood as close as possible 
to  the starting-point of t he trackway, and that 
t he forest was exploited as intensive ly as 
possible, which led to actual deforestation. 

The amount of wood used for the trackway 
can be estimated, on t he basis of log 
measurements of 1 5-20 cm diameter and 3 m 
length ,  at 0 . 35-0.48 m3 of wood per metre of 
t rackway. This is  including the bark as  our 
estimate is based on the maximum d iameter, 
right at  t he bottom of the log. The values thus 
correspond t o  those of the  standard-volume 
estimates (subtracting 1 2% for t he bark) . I f we 
take an  average value of 0 .4 m3 per metre of 
t rackway, t hen for 700 m of trackway 280 m3 
is necessary. Assuming a (maximal?) trackway 
length of I km the amount of wood used is 400 
m3, and for a trackway length of 1 . 5  km this is 
600 m3. 

The t imber yield of p lanted forests on  good 
soi l  can be as  much as 400 m3 per ha; for 
planted forest on soils comparable with those 
of Nieuw-Dordrecht, the t imber yield would 
be c .  300 m3 per ha of forest .  The t imber 
product ion of a natura l  forest is  much less; i t  
i s  very much dependent on t he degree of  
in terference, as  caused by  e.g. t he  fel ljng of  
certain generations of  t rees. On  the  basis of  
experience i n  present-day forestry we can give 
a rough figure of 1 00----' 1 50 m3 of t imber per ha 
of forest (pers. comm. ,  L.  van Dijk) .  The yield 
of logs with d iameters of 1 5-20 cm-i. e. the 
th icknesses most often selected for build ing 
the trackway-amounts to at most 50 m3 per ha 
of forest; probably even about 40 m3 per ha. 
Assuming a figure of 50 m3 per ha of forest ,  a 
length of 700 m of trackway wi l l  require 5-6 

, ha of forest .  For I km of t rackway this figure 
is c. 8 ha of forest .  I t  wil l  be clear that with a 
greater influence of prehistoric man on the 
forest t he area of forest required for such a 
t rackway must have been greater. 

From 700 m on A lnus,  from the bog
fringing forest ,  is used almost exclusive ly. A 
stretch of 300 m of trackway from this forest  
t ha t  i's on  average 75 m wide, represents a strip 
of carr belt c. 320 ID long, calculat ing in  t he 
same way. 

Out of a total of 250 ha of sandy soil this 
amount of t imber used takes up only a small 
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amount of space. The transport route for 
t imber across sand is then at most 200 m;  
almost negligible in  relat ion to  the transport 
along that part of the trackway already built .  
One could also suggest that this indicates 
extreme deforestat ion,  more than 95% This 
cannot be correct. 

The amount of t imber used can also be 
estimated on the basis of the canopy pro
ject ion.  A stretch of trackway 700 m long 
of wood from the sandy ridge means, for an 
average log thickness of 20 cm, with 5 logs 
being used per metre of trackway, a total of 
3500 logs,  coming from-an estimated -3000 
trees. The canopy surface-area of trees can 
vary considerably, depending on the species 
and on whether or not a tree is free-standing 
or part of a dense forest .  The canopy surface
area of trees with a trunk d iameter of 20 cm 
can vary, broadly speaking, from 1 5  to 25 m2. 
If we take a figure of 1 5  m2 (dense forest 
situation) t hen  the total canopy surface-area 
of 3000 t rees can be estimated at 4 .5  ha; taking 
a figure of 25 m2, th is is 7 . 5  ha .  Only a 
proport ion of  the t imber is suitable for the 
required purpose: the supply of logs c .  3 m 
long and 1 5-20 cm in  d iameter. This is 
dependent on  very many factors, including t he 
age of t he forest, the amount of forest 
regeneration on previously felled spots and 
d isaster such as fire. Also fell ing activities 
were carried out for other purposes, to an 
extent not known to us.  To make some k ind 
of estimate, we assume that 50% of the wood 
was too heavy; this corresponds to a canopy 
projection-area of 40% 30% had suitable 
diameters (20% canopy project ion) and 20% 
of the wood was too thin ( l 0% canopy 
projection); then on  30% of the surface no 
t rees are present .  Of trees with suitable 
diameters only a few species are used : 
Quercus , Tilia, Betula and A lnus . I f  we 
suppose that this was three-quarters of the 
suitable t imber available, then 1 5% of the 
forest surface p rovided suitable logs . The area 
of forest required for t he first 700 m of 
trackway is then 30 ha (dense forest situation) 
to 50 ha. Calculating from the start ing-point 
of the t rackway 30 ha of more or less 
continuously dense forest is represented by a 
semicircular area with a radius of about 450 
m.  The longest supply route over sand of 
wood is i n  this case 450 m .  For an  area of 50 
ha the corresponding radius is 550 m. 

Out of a total surface a rea of 250 ha of the 

sandy part of the ridge of N ieuw-Dordrecht 
an area of 30 ha and even of 50 ha of forest is 

, a  relatively small proportion .  We wonder 
whether the excessively long supply route or 
the absence of more forest on the ridge of 
N ieuw-Dordrecht could be the reason why the 
bui lders switched over, after 700 m of 
trackway, to the bog-fringing forest for the 
supply of wood. For the transport route over 
sand , however, an extra d istance must be 
added , thus eventually the c .  700 m of the 
already constructed trackway, which means a 
total transport route c. 1 200 m long. I f  after 
700 m of trackway had been built ,  in our 
estimation corresponding to  30-50 ha of 
forest, the forest on the sand ridge had 
completely d isappeared, then this would mean 
a very high degree of deforestation, aready 
before the t rackway was built ,  of 75-87% 
This does not seem realistic to us .  

From the pol len-analyt ical informat ion 
(2 , 1 . 1 . ) we know that the region had already 
been deprived of a considerable proportion of 
its original forest ,  partly for the provision of 
arable land,  by means of a series of clearance 
activities, i. a. c. 2200 B .C.  After these wide
scale clearances there again occu rred exten
sive expa nsion of birch,  i .e, part of the 
forest regenerated , whereby in addit ion to 
Betula a lso Quercus was able to expand . This 
forest would have been much more open, for 
the area was st i l l  in use by prehistoric man; we 
have no data concerning the degree of forest 
expansion, but if we assume that one-third of 
the region was again covered with forest, then 
30-50 ha of  forest represents an area of 
90- 1 50 ha for the t imber supply; about one
third to more than half of the total sandy part 
of  t he r idge of Nieuw-Dord recht .  The 
maximal supply route across sand is in  this 
case c, 800 m, or possibly 1 000 m, so the total 
transport route for the wood is then 1 . 5- 1 . 7 
km. 

A supply route 800 m long across sand 
means almost the entire width of the sand ride 
to the south of the boulder-clay plate. On the 
basis of the above-mentioned est imates and 
data a stretch of 700 m of trackway would 
nevertheless have signified a considerable 
deforestation of the a rea. 

The probable length of the trackway is c. 
1 000 'm. This means that for the following 300 
m of t rackway the bog-fringing forest was 
used , for which 1 500 trees with a trunk 
d iameter of 20 cm were required . I f  we here 
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too assume a canopy surface-area of 1 5  m2 for 
such trees, then 300 m of trackway represents 
a total ca'nopy surface-area of 2 .25 ha .  I f  we 
assume that also for the bog-fringing forest 
1 5% of the surface provides usable wood, then 
for this stretch of trackway almost 16  ha of 
bog-fringing forest is required . If the average 
width of this belt of forest is 75 m then th is 
surface area represents a length of bog
fringing forest of about 2 km along the sand 
ridge. 

The supply route for th is t imber along the 
margin of the peat-bog is then slightly longer 
than I km. I n  addit ion t here is the d istance of 
more than 700 m, up to 1 000 m, over that part 
of the trackway already bui l t .  The total length 
of the transport route for t he wood then 
amounts t o  maximally c .  2 km. 

We have good reason to assume that t he 
supply route over the boulder-clay ridge, from 
a northwesterly d irect ion,  was shorter t han 1 . 5 
km:  the wood from the Ulmus- and Fraxinus
rich forests present t here does not appear to 
have been used for build ing the trackway. 
H owever, we cannot rely on  this fact as a 
gauge for the maximum d istance over which 
t he wood was transported , s ince the non-use 
of these tree species indicates rather that the 
forest on  boulder-clay was exploited hardly or 
not at all: also the more closely situated Tilia
rich forest was not used on a large scale.  

To summarize, we consider i t  very l ikely 
that there was a supply route t hat measured a 
total length of maximally 2 km. I n  our 
opionion  this is evidence for t he use of wagons 
or other means of transport in  bui ld ing the 
trackway. 

5 . 2. 3 .  The possible length of time taken te 
build the trackway 

For I km of wooden trackway an estimated 
number of about 4500 trees were fel led (see 
previous paragraph) . If we assume that a 
wood-cutter using stone axes can fel l  8 trees 
per day, corresponding to a stretch of 
trackway 1 . 4 m long (tree-trunks th inner than 
20 cm were also felled),  then t he entire 
trackway represents ± 700 days of fel ling.  

I f  we assume that the cutt ing away of the 
side-branches, the cleaving of the t hicker 
trunks and the t ransportat ion of the wood 
from the fel l ing spot to t he construct ion site 
costs j ust as  much time as the fel l ing of the 
trees, i. e. also 700 working days, then t he total 
amount of t ime i nvested i n  build i ng I km of 

t his trackway can be est imated at 1 400 
man-days . It would therefore be possible to 
accomplish such as task by 10 men, broadly 
speaking, in one winter season, after the harvest
ing of the crops in the autumn and before the 
sowing of crops in  the fol lowing spring. 

Our conclus ion that no separate p hases can 
be dist inguished in  t he construct ion of the 
trackway, i. e. t hat  th is was an activity that 
took place al l  at one t ime,  is in agreement with 
the above. 

5 . 2 .4 .  The possible length of time during 
which the trackway was in use 

From the fact t hat also the not very d urable 
Betula wood and t he soft Tilia wood have 
been preserved , i t  can be deduced that the 
trackway lay on t he surface for only a 
relatively short period-evidently less than 1 0  
years . 

During th is period t he upward-growing 
peat was able to protect the wood from the 
weathering effects of sun and oxygen in such a 
way that decomposit ion due to bacteria, 
moulds, i nsects, etc. came to a standst i l l .  
Generally t he wood was only superficially 
penet rated by mycel ia of fungi .  The fos
si lization process in the acid , anaerobic 
peat environment had the result  that most of 
t he wood finally became fai rly soft due to 
chemical  and physical changes, but  i t s  
microscopic structure was not  affected . 

On account  of the weight of the wood the 
very soft, water-saturated peat-bog surface 
became pushed down slightly. I n  addit ion the 
pressure exerted on the trackway-surface by 
t raffic (wagons, animals, people) may have 
been not insignificant .On account of the very 
h igh water level of the peat-bog, i t  became 
especially wet at the spot,  a sit uation that 
was undoubtedly not the intention of the 
trackway-bui lders. As a result ,  the formation 
of peat was able to take p lace here under 
optimal condit ions, so the process of the 
trackway becoming overgrown by ombro
genous peat was accelerated . This is a phe
nomenon that we have been able to ob
serve for a number of prehistoric peat-bog 
trackways. 

O'n the trackway also at the highest 
excavated part of trench 2, no trees became 
establ ished . This can also be i nterpreted as an 
i ndicat ion that the trackway lay on  the surface 
for · only a short t ime.  

Only at one spot, r ight next to log 409 of 
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trench 2, was a small stump of A lnus found , 
for which it is certain that germination took 
place after the trackway was built .  This alder 
reached an age of only a few years, 4, 5 or 6 
(the exact age could no longer be ascertained).  
I t  can be assumed that this sapling was 
smothered by the upward-growing peat .  This 
too is an indicat ion that the trackway lay on 
t he peat-bog surface for only a short t ime.  
Finally it should be mentioned that t he wood 
showed no recognizable traces of use . Nor  
were t here any signs of wear present,  such as  
cart-t racks . This  too  ind icates tha t  the  
trackway, if indeed i t  was  used at a l l ,  was  in  
use  for only a short period of t ime at most .  

The conclusion that can be drawn from t he 
state of  preservat ion of the wood, that t he 
trackway was available for only a l imited 
number of years - less t han l O- is supported 
also by other data . 

5 . 3 .  Addit ional remarks 

5 . 3 . 1 .  Organiz(ltional aspects 

The p icture that is presented by t he foregoing 
informat ion of t he N eo l i th ic activit ies t hat 
resulted in this trackway is of course by no 
means complete. No traces have been fou nd 
of t he inhabitation t hat was undoubtedly 
present in t he immed iate vicinity. The tools 
and t he means of transport that may have 
been used have not been found,  except for a 
few items. I n  our opinion the broken wagon
wheel ,  the Sorbus-wood haft and the Taxus
wood axe haft (Van Zeist , 1 956) belong to t he 
trackway; we are less certain about the flint  
hoard of N ieuw-Dordrecht (Harsema, 1 98 1 ;  
2 . 3 . 3 .) .  During the excavations no remains 
came to l ight of t he u ndoubtedly large 
quantities of wood-cutt ing refuse. This i s  
probably attributable to t he fact that  t he 
actual start ing-point of the trackway has not 
been excavated .  

On the basis of  both the dating for the 
trackway and the presence of the d isc-wheel 
(Van der Waals, 1 964) we can attribute the 
trackway to the people of t he PFB culture, 
although the TRB and the BB also occur in 
th is region; also e i ther of these cultures could 
have been involved with the bui ld ing of the 
trackway (2 . 1 . 1 .  and 3 . 5 . ) ,  but t his seems 
unlikely to us. For the T R B  t he dating for t he ' 

trackway, together with that for the many 

disc-wheels (Van der Waals, 1 964) ,  is . indeed 
very late. For t he BB,  on the other hand, t he 
dat ing is somewhat on  the early side.  

From the data available some idea can be 
gained of the organization of the building of 
the trackway. As previously mentioned, the 
t imber was not prepared at the building 
si te-t he trackway u nder construction;  al l  
wood-cutting activities were carried out at the 
s i te of fel l ing i n  the forest or possibly at the 
starting-point of the trackway, st i l l  on  t he 
sand.  As the trees were felled as close as 
possible to t he trackway, we are concerned to 
some extent with one and t he same area. Also 
the alders from t he bog-fringing forest were 
not prepared at the building-s ite. Whether 
t hese trees were d ivested of branches etc . 
immediately a t  the  fel l i ng  spot ,  to  be 
subsequently transported over the sand-ridge 
to the beginning of t he trackway, we do not 
know; we must i nterpret the concept of 
'wood-cutting site' primarily as the spot right 
next to t he fel led t ree, also if the tree stood on 
the peat-bog. 

The absence of broken or lost implements 
or tools in trench 2, such as axes, hafts and 
wedges, fits in  exactly with the conclusion that 
the fel led trees were worked e lsewhere into 
logs . 

Trees were felled not only for the trackway 
but also for another purpose (3 .4 .3 . ) ;  we have 
suggested that this was for the construction 
of farm-buildings or dwell ing-houses of  a 
sett lement situated nearby. I n  addit ion,  we 
may assume that also e.g. firewood was 
produced . The efficient use of wood, t hat is 
evident from t he trackway construction,  
means that also wood of smaller d imensions 
was used, especially branches, for different 
purposes. 

It seems obvious to assume t hat  t he 
prepared logs were transported on wagons, at 
least as  far as transportation over sand is 
concerned.  However, on the wooden track
way-surface we have not found any sandy 
cart-tracks whatsoever, while traces of wear 
were also absent from the trackway-surface . 
We must not completely disregard the 
possibility that sand that got on  to the logs 
has become washed away, but it does not 
seem very l ikely to us.  H ere it should also b.e 
mentio'ned t hat we have not found any 
broken, d iscarded parts of wagons, while with 
such intensive transport that must have been 
involved with shift ing thousands of logs, the 
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breaking of axles and wheels must have been 
u navoidable. This aspect of the construction 
is difficult  to u nderstand.  

We have the strong i mpression' that much 
of t he wood used must have come from the 
regenerating forest t hat started to develop 
after the wid e-scale clearance of th is region 
that can be dated to c. 2200 B . C. (2 . 1 . 1 . ) .  
Nevertheless a considerable part o f  the 
sand ridge must have remained unforested ,  
otherwise i t  i s  difficult t o  expla in that 
after ± 700 m of trackway (4. 4. 3 . )  this wood 
was no longer avai lable .  The poss ib le  
su bsidiary p urpose of the tree-fel l ing for the 
trackway could have been to  reacquire arable 
land .  As previously mentioned, we see t he 
trackway as part of the activities of the people 
of the PFB culture who were a lready present 
here, and who also i nhabited th is region 
subsequently. I n  our opinion we are con
cerned here only with different traditions 
of the three Neolithic cultures (TRB, PFB,  
BB) and not with d ifferent population groups 
(2. 1 . 1 . ) .  

M ost of t he t imber used was  30-70 years 
old; the variat ion in age and thus the variation 
in trunk thickness was relatively small  in 
comparison with an original ,  natural forest. It  
is very well possible that the usable wood was 
t hus more than the figure of 1 5% of the forest 
surface-area assumed by us ( 5 . 2. 2. ) .  I n  that 
case the deforestation of t he sand-ridge of 
Nieuw-Dordrecht would have been much 
greater t ha n  we have assumed to be possible. 

The occurrence of 'pencil-point ' felled 
(Betula) logs in addit ion to the other, blunter 
method of wood-cutt ing (4.4.2 . )  and the direct 
transport of the logs to the trackway indicate 
t hat the trackway is the work of a number of 
people. This conclusion can defin itely be 
drawn, however, on  t he basis of the wide scale 
on  which t he work was evidently carried out 
(5 .2 . 3 . ) .  

5 . 3 .2 .  The aim of the builders of the trackway 

There are no  concrete indications available 
concerning the function  of the trackway, 
perhaps partly because its end-point is not 
known to us. The answer to the question ,  why 
there was (suddenly) a need for a wide 
wooden trackway some d istance into the bog, 
cannot be given; this has a lready been 
d iscussed in  5 .  I .  and 5 . 2. Only a few aspects 
are sufficiently clear, and concerning a num-

ber of unsolved problems some marginal,  
partly clarifying notes can be made, that 
indicate above al l  what the dest ination could 
not have been .  

The trackway was definitely intended for 
wheeled traffic ,  for the transportation of large 
or heavy loads. I f  t here had only been a need 
for the transport of l ighter or smaller loads 
then a footpath would have been sufficient, 
that could have been built much more quickly 
and with much less effort (5 . 3 . 3 . ) .  We do not 
believe that the aim of the trackway was to 
reach the opposite side of the raised bog 
situated c. 1 3  km away; evidence for this is  of 
course d ifficult  to provide, but the region 
providing t he wood supply-the ridge of 
N ieuw-Dordrecht-was so small that we can 
assume that also the builders real ized that for 
1 3  km of trackway more wood is necessary 
than was present here. Therefore the aim of 
the trackway could not have been to meet a 
need for communicat ion.  

Over how long a period d id the idea 
develop that a wide trackway had to be built 
through the bog? Naturally we are quite 
unable to answer t his quest ion but from the 
fact that no precursors have been found,  in 
the way of stretches of trackway in the 
neighbourhood, i t  can be deduced that the 
trackway was most probably a fairly new 
requirement or necessity, not based on any 
ideas, techniques or customs that had already 
been in existence for a long time. 

The trackway was fairly certainly built in  a 
relatively short t ime, possibly in  one season 
(5 .2 .3 . ) .  I n  view of the absence of any repairs 
or constructional modifications the trackway 
functioned for only a short period at most 
(5 . 2.4. ) .  Therefore the need for this trackway 
appears to have been of short duration .  

We can assume that the completed part of 
the trackway was hardly or not at al l  usable 
within the space of a few years, because 
conditions had become too wet as a result of 
the downward pressure of the weight of the 
wood exerted on  t he peat-bog surface, and 
due  t o  the  trackway-surface becom i ng 
overgrown, with Sphagnum peat. 

In this region no other part-bog trackways 
are present dating from the late Neolithic or 
the ·EBA. After this s ingle attempt at making 
the bog accessible for wagons by means of a 
wooden trackway, no further efforts were 
made to achieve this purpose, also not on the 
basis of modification of what was stil l  left of 
the trackwav. 
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From the distribution of bog finds in this 
region dating from the Neolithic and EBA 
(fig. 1 0; 2 . 3 . 3 .  and 2 .3 .4 . ) ,  i t  i s  evident that as a 
general rule n o  trackway was necessary for 
entering the raised bog. It is not knwon,  of 
course, in which season the peat-bog was 
visited, but we think that it would have been 
mainly in the drier summer period and not in 
the wet autumn and winter-time; even taking 
into consideration the fact that there was then 
less precipitation than in the M BA and later 
periods. This applies to both entering the 
peat-bog without any kind of trackway or 
path and travel l ing by means of a man-made 
trackway. Also on the basis of this con
sideration it is evident that this trackway is 
the result of one particular need, of only short 
duration, for going into the peat-bog with 
wagons.  

I t  is not impossible that whi le the trackway 
was being built i t  became clear that the 
construction of a wooden �rackway in a l iving, 
upward-growing raised bog could not be 
realized , so t hat the work was stopped 
prematurely. The idea that we are concerned 
in a number of cases with so-cal led uncom
pleted peat-bog trackways is  not  new. 
An argument against this is  that especially in 
regions where many peat-bog trackways are 
found this would mean a regularly occurring 
misca lculation,  which does not seem very 
likely (Van Zeist & Casparie, 1 966) .  In the sur- . 
roundings of the Nieuw-Dordrecht track
way the nearest wooden trackways going into 
the raised bog are two footpaths, c .  900 
years younger. The long time-interva l , there
fore does not plea against the assumption 
that while the trackway was being built the 
decision may have been arrived at to stop the 
work prematl!rely. 

The necessity for this trackway could also 
have been arisen as  a result of the peat-bog 
becoming wetter precisely at this time, so that 
the passability of the surface, that was a lready 
limited , became reduced even further. We 
associate increasing wetness of the peat-bog 
surface with thc changes in  the peat-forming 
environment that took place since c. 2000 B.C.  
(Casparie, 1 972). However, there , are no  
i n d ica t i o n s  t ha t  the  bog  had  become 
considerably wetter c. 2 1 00 B . C. It  is certain 
that the peat-bog region concerned was 
part icularly wet already long before the 
t rackway was built .  The excavation of trench 
7 in  1 964 made it clear that t he ho les here 

contained permanently open water (fig. 25); a 
wetter situation than that resulting from 
the increase in precipitat ion c. 2000 B.C.  
developed to a wide extent elsewhere in  this 
raised bog region .  That the passability of the 
peat-:bog surface became d istinctly more 
limited c. 2 1 00 B. C.-if conditions of increasing 
wetness already prevailed -seems unl ikely to 
us .  

That the builders of the trackway mis
calculated the possibility of making the 
peat-bog thus accessible, because they were 
not familiar with the peat-bog, is not very 
l ikely. In any case there is evidence of previous 
occupation already for some centuries-at 
least si nce c. 3000 B.C.-in this region. We find 
it hard to imagine that the i nhabitants of this 
region were u naware of the upward growth of 
the peat-bog surface between 3000 and 2 1 00 
B.C. 

What can be established is that for the 
greatest part of the trackway (trenches 4-8) 
the builders used a method of construction-only 
a trackway su rface , without any per
pendicularly placed substructural compo
nents- that must be qualified as insuffi
cient ly solid for this peat-bog (figs. 1 6, trench 
7; and 25) . For a stable trackway in this very 
wet peat,  substructure and trackway-surface 
components should really be attached to one 
another e.g. by using wooden pins to make 
fast the trackway-surface in the pea t ,  as 
can be seen in the case of several younger 
peat-bog trackways. We must assume, albeit 
with some hesitation,  that the builders were 
nevertheless insufficiently capable of design
ing the right kind of wooden construc
tions to make the peat accessible for wagons . 
This again could indicate that the builders 
of the trackway were unfamiliar with the 
growth of raised bog. 

Analyzing the possible destinations, it can 
be excluded that the trackway ran to a sand 
ridge, the Postwegrug (2 . 2. 1 .  and 2.4. 1 .) .  Nor 
was the  intention to reach the bog stream, the 
Runde (fig. 1 0) .  The question remains what 
attractive thing there could have been in the 
peat-bog to find or to do, that prompted the 
idea of gett ing there via a trackway. We have 
already suggested the possibility-however 
unl ikely it may seem-that it was attempted to 
reach the iron-ore regions (fig. 1 0) by means 
of wagons (2.4 .2 . ,  5 . 1 . 1 . and 5 . 1 .2 . ) .  We may 
assume that the presence of this material was 
known to the trackway-builders. H owever, we 
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doubt whether they k new t hat this was t he raw 
material for the production of iron .  But even. 
if t hey did know t his, it sti l l  cannot be 
explained why cart-loads would 'have been 
necessary. In t he M BA iron production did 
take place in this  region  (Casparie, 1 978),  but 
this involved a process whereby only small  
quantities of ore could be treated (pers. 
comm., l . l .  But,ler and l .A .  Charles) . For the 
supply of such small quantities no wide 
trackway for w heeled traffic would have been 
necessary, but only a footpath; e.g. the 
Southern plank footpath, that is, however, c. 
900 years younger than the wooden trackway 
of N ieuw-Dordrecht. 

The possibility that iron-ore was used in a 
dried state as a colouring agent is an attractive 
idea that would sti l l  permit us to give the 
trackway some functional s ignificance, but it 
is not based on any single direct observation.  
Thus the possibility remains that t he trackway 
may have had a ritual, sacred funct ion.  

5. 3 . 3 . Comparison with wooden peat-bog 
track ways elsewhere 

Comparison of t he Neolithic situation near 
t he ridge of N ieuw-Dordrecht with that in the 
Somerset Levels (Coles et al. , 1 975 ;  1 976; 
1 977), leads to a number of interesting points, 
but does not help us  any further i n  solving the 
pro blem of the destinat ion and function of the 
wooden trackway of Nieuw-Dordrecht .  I n  
both cases we are concerned with sedentary 
Neolithic occupation ( in the Somerset Levels 
demonstrable already since c. 3200 B.C. )  close 
by peat-bog, that was penetrated by t he 
inhabitants. 

There are also dist inct differences in terms 
of the environmental situation. The peat-bog 
of the Somerset Levels is c .  6 km wide; within 
it ,  c. 2.5 km away from t he h igher soils 
( Polden Hi lls) there are a few very a ttractive, 
fairly large islands of sand and rocks (Burtle, 
H oneygar, West hay, M eare). A lready in the 
Neolithic these were intensively used, i.a. for 
agriculture .  The bog itself was for the most 
part sti l l  in  the stage of fen peat formation;  i t  
was stil l  predominantly covered by carr 
vegetation .  I t  was a rich source of food 
supply, which made it an attractive hunting 
ground, t hat moreover provided other raw 
materials, such as wood and reeds.  At t imes 
extensive flooding occurred . .  

The Bourtanger Moor near Nieuw-Dor-

drecht was a oligotrophic, predominantly 
ombrogenous raised bog where there was l i t t le 
to be had . Only the bog marginal forest, 
50- 1 00 m wide, would have been more 
attractive on account of its richer environ
ment .  Here the peat-bog was considerably 
wider, about 1 3  km, without any intermed iate 
islands of sand ;  in fact ,  as we have stated 
previously, it was impossible to cross. There 
was also less variat ion in the amount of 
open water . p resent  in  the bog surface, in 
comparison with the peat-bog of the Somer
set Levels .  

The large n umber of Neolithic wooden 
trackways in t he Somerset Levels, intended to 
a considerable extent to connect t he higher 
soils and the above-mentioned islands of sand 
and rock,  indicates the need for regular 
contact since c .  3200 B.C. For most of t he 
tracks t he fu ction is clear; only in one case is 
it probable that t he wooden trackway had a 
function other than providing a means for 
crossing the peat-bog: t he so-called Garvin's 
Tracks of c. 2400 B.C. ,  that may have served to 
provide access to fishing areas or a hunting 
ground . 

Various build ing methods were used , but 
here the l ight constructions with light material 
predominated: bunches of twigs and watt le 
mats . A conspicuous feature is (he absence of 
trackways wide enough for wheeled traffic; 
only narrow trackways were built, at most 1 . 5 
m wide .  We may assume that for the purposes 
of communication t here was no need for 
wheeled traffic. 

I n  a few cases i t  could clearly be shown that 
a part of trackway that had been found was a 
special adaptation to  particular local cir
cumstances , such as the very wet lagg zone 
near the higher soi ls ( R owland's Hurd le 
Trackway, c. 2260 B.C.),  and a very wet zone in 
the middle of t he peat-bog ( Walton Track, c .  
2300 B.c.) . . The majority of these l ight wooden 
trackways or footpaths functioned for only a 
short while, sometimes a few years at most; 
they were quite rapidly overgrown by peat. 

All in  all, it is clear that t hese track ways 
were mainly intended to maintain contact 
between Neolithic sett lements and their farm
lands , and for communication.  In  those places 
where the soil could not simply be crossed, 
a wooden trackway was built ,  if necessary 
with appropriate foundation.  The very wide
scale research that has been carried out indi
cates an effective construction method by the 
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bui lders, who were aware of the problems 
concerned with building track ways on the bog 
surface. 

The penet ration of the Bourta nger Moor 
since c. 3000 B.C. in  Southeast Drent he-which 
evidently took p lace as shown by the bog finds 
(2 .3 .4 . )- led  to  t he construction of wooden 
tr:ackways and footpaths to a much lesser 
extent; t here were only five of t hese in this 
peat-bog regio n  up unti l  the beginning of the 
Christian Era.  The reason for this is clear. To 
the east of th is i nhabited region  there were no 
settlements or farmlands to be reached . There 
was obviously no need for a simple means of 
contact, via some kind of light construct ion,  
with t he i nhabitants on  the other s ide of the 
peat-bog, 1 3  k m away. 

The t rackway of 2 1 00 B.C. is made of heavy 
material ,  mainly logs and cleft wood of 
considerable weight .  I t  is unl ikely t hat t he 
people of the P FB culture here were not  
famil iar wi th  the use and possibilit ies for use 
of bunches of  twigs and wattle mats upon the 
bog surface. We must assume that a l ight 
construction with such l ight material was 
considered unsuitable for the wheeled traffic 
i ntended, and was therefore disregarded.  

For that part of t he trackway i n  t he bog
fringing forest, t hat  was 75 m wide at th is 
spot,  no  special construct ion technique was 
used ;  the use of  l ongitud ina l ly p laced 
substructural components continues into the 
fol lowing part of t he trackway lying on the 
raised bog surface (figs. 1 6  and 1 7, trenches 
1 -3) .  An effect ive construction method, to 
prevent  wagons from t ipping over was lacking 
over most of  the length of the trackway. The 
bui lders of  t he trackway were aware of the 
problems of a trackway surface with round
wood for wagon traffic,  as is evident from the 
use of surface-levell ing wood. 

Also this trackway became rapidly over
grown by the peat ;  no attempts were made 
to prolong the length of time during 
which the trackway was functional,  either by 
making modifications or in any other way. As 
long as we do not know what t he destination 
was of the N ieuw-Dordrecht trackway, it 
seems, in comparison with t he situation in t he 
Somerset Levels, that t here was hardly any or 
no sence in  bui lding such a heavy, wide 
trackway on t his peat-bog surface without 
providing i t  with very much substructure. 

From t he northern part of West Germany 
almost 300 prehistoric and early-historical 

(wooden) trackways are known (pers .  comm. ,  
H .  H ayen) from many peat-bogs; some o f  
these bogs are large, a n d  some are small or 
narrow. I n  the last-mentioned case such 
t rackways often connect t he higher areas on 
either side of t he peat-bog, as for example in 
the Grosse M oor am Diimmer (Hayen, 1 980:  
fig . 1 ) . Such routes t hrough the whole peat
bog are usually trackways suitable for wheeled 
traffic (Hayen, 1 979) . 

For the Ipweger Moor Hayen ( 1 963a: fig. I )  
mentions some thirty wooden trackways and 
paths, of which only a few can be regarded as 
connecting trackways between areas of sand ; 
most of them by no means extend right across 
t he whole peat-bog. H ere it is remarkable that 
quite a lot of the footpaths present date from 
the Early and M iddle Bronze Age (Hayen, 
1 963b). A number of trackways investigated 
by Hayen are distinctly track ways for wheeled 
traffic that date from the I ron Age (Hayen, 
1 963b; 1 965; 1 978) . 

I n  the region studied by H ayen the number 
of peat-bog trackways that can be dated in  the 
Neolithic is small ,  in relation to t he total 
number of trackways. From this it could be 
deduced that in t he Neolithic t he need for 
frequently entering t he peat-bog and for 
crossing right over it was not yet as great as in 
the Somerset Levels,  Southwest England. This 
could be connected with the fact that in  the 
German region relatively few finds have been 
made up to now in t he peat of d isc-wheels that 
can be attributed to t he PFB culture ( H ayen , 
1 973). 

Hayen ( 1 979) mentions for t he G rosse 
M oor am Diimmer a few fairly wide wooden 
peat-bog trackways, t hat have not been 
studied in any further detail, that on  t he basis 
of strat igraphy can be dated to the Neolithic, 
the trackways XXIV ( Pr) and VII ( Pr) . The 
latter has a width of 3 . 5 .-4 .5  m.  It is possible 
that further research wil l  elucidate whether 
these trackways, t hat probably extended right 
across the whole peat-bog, can be ascribed to  
the PFB culture and  whether t hey were built  
with the intention of  using them for wheeled 
traffic. H owever, no such trackway has yet 
been demonstrated in the German region.  
Therefore on the basis of the German material 
it is not yet possible to get any clearer idea of 
the aim of the wooden trackway of Nieuw
Dordrecht . 

The 'Buinerbrug' ( M u lder, 1 9 1 1 ;  1 9 1 2; Van 
Giffen ,  1 9 1 3) is t he only 'other wooden 
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trackway in the Dutch part of the Bourtanger 
M oor that is certainly of Neolit hic age 
(Waterbolk, 1 954) . The information given by 
Mu lder and Van G iffen about the method of 
construction shows some d ifferences, but in  
general it i s  clear that there was a trackway
surface of transversely laid logs, 3 . 5-4. 5 m 
long; possibly in some places there may have 
been a substructure of longitudinal ly laid logs. 
A covering layer (turves, sods, sand) has not 
been demonstrated . There is known length of 
trackway of at least 500 'm.  The trackway must 
have been wide enough for wheeled traffic .  
The western starting-point of this peat-bog 
trackway was presumably not situated on the 
Hondsrug, b ut on  the eastern levee or river 
dunes to the east of a course of the H unze, the 
main river draining the Dutch part of the 
Bourtanger M oor. 

Van Giffen ( 1 9 1 3 ) mentions that the track
way is mainly made of Pinus tree-trunks, 
on which it was sti l l  possible to see where the 
many side-branches had been present before 
they were cut off. This is clearly shown on his 
excavation drawing. Partly on the basis of this 
Van G iffen comes to the conclusion that the 
trackway was actually not used. 

Although broadly speaking this trackway 
corresponds to that of Nieuw-Dordrecht in  
terms of the  method of construct ion,  there i s  
on the  one  hand too little i nformation 
available and on the ot her hand there are 
distinct differences , so also this trackway does 
not give us any further information about the 
possible destination of the wooden trackway of 
Nieuw-Dordrecht . 

To resume, it can be said that the desti
nation and function of this wooden track
way still cannot be satisfactorily deduced 
from the abundance of information and 
points of discussion presented in  this article .  
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